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THE HOPI LANGUAGE . ;_ - ../:..-.•  ,-/, 

Benjamin L. Whorf / ; ./'" 
O -.t.    Iq'2 5 

Ths Hopi language la spoken in several pueblos of the Hopi Indians in 

northeastern Arizona, in several slightly differentiated dialeots. This 

sketch records the dialeot of the pueblo > J snongnovi, as obtained from 

Mr» Ernest Naquayouma, a Hopi residing in New York City. Hopi belongs to 

the Uto-Aztecan stook, and is a rioh and expressive language of the in- 

fleotive type* 

I. Phonology  1. Classification of Phonemes ^^" b 

A. Major consonants: 1) stop series £, t, £, k,-^, k*j Z)   nasal 

series m, n, £, £, jjjj 3) duratlonal series s, 1, ¿r; 4) semivowel series 

3E» Í.» k» Z  (glottal plosive) 

B. Minor consonants: 1) spirantized serles v only; £) pre-aspirated 

series l£, H.» Io.» IK» Is.» iSÜi 3) desonantized series (voiceless and 

homorganio with A 2) , 1, r, w, yj : M, N, ty, 1J standing for *l£[, L. R, W, 

Y. This serial arrangement of consonants is a0cording to consistency of 

behavior. 

C. Vowels: a,s, , j£ (hereinafter written e__ for convenience) , ¿, ¿t j|. 

D. Secondary phonemes of vowel lengths long aj_, medium and /or neutral 

a, short a. -¿....^ff-*^--^ *•*/,.<_*/ 

3. Seoondary phonemes of pitoh-and-stress aocent: 1) primary stress 

a/ «high stress», a 'falling stress*} 2) secondary stress j| «low stress». 

Xaoh consonant or vowel phoneme represents a constellation of »allo~ 

phones» or sounds, each of relatively fixed timbre depending on end shank- 

ing with phonetic surrondlngs In the word; thus 2 represents [v] and [t] 

(braoketing denotes 'dose' transoription aooording to standard symsolofy). 

/ 

y 
x4 
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'Relatively fixed timbre' means fixed in features for whioh the language 

requires fixity, and admits of random free variation in other respects 

about the norm, e.g. variation between [v] and [s],    To^describe all the 

minute allophonie aound-differenoes is unnecessary in a mere sketch; 

shall content myself with a cursory survey. The symbol b means 'any oon- 

sonant, u 'any vowel'; the procesas b > M>, b > B are of change to the 

homorganio pre-aspirate and desonantized; bF 'syllable-final consonant'. 

-   2. Consonants  The stops vary at random around the norm 'weakly aspir- 

ated, weakly fortis', sometimes approaching intermediates or again in more 

foroible utterance the English initial surds, t is alveolar* o in ou 

is an affricate between [V] and[o], in uoF it is [oj except in cuoF where 

it is assimilated, k, £ are almost but not quite one phoneme; two inter- 

lacing oonstellations. They have defective and partly (but only partly) 

complementary distribution, k oocura: 1) in ka, ke, ki, ky_ as front k, 

with y_-glide to the lower vowels [k3[a, k^t, £i, k^"]x Z)   in ke, akF. ekF, 

ekF, ikF, bkF as mid-baok k of Sng. our; 3) in ko, ok?. okF as back k of 

Sng. code, £ occurs: 1) in (¡a, jjo as deoidedly velar [¿J ; 2) in aq?. 

to?, lqf. oof as back k only slightly velar but velarizing the preceding 

vowel. Szoept in the shared positions ba, abb?, ebb?, ibbF. bbbF. the 

P guttural stop oonforms to its phonetic surroundings, becoming k or a, as 

.'> they nay require; in the shared positions original k or JJ, persists through 
> 

a process that yields these positions. Thus by contraction, paoa > pac ; 

pake > pak j ppqa > pok : poka > pok ; by oontraction plus -t^., Paqa > 

pak-a» : pake > pak-t»; by adding -¿, paid/- > pakl^q s yeke* > yeke *4c : 

soil- > soM-k. These phenomena may be considered both phonemic and phono- 

logioal. 

Nasals q and £ ata homorganio with k, £ and have the same type of dis- 

tribution and interchange except for the possibility of qc. IJ
W
 is defec- 

tive in being n 
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tive in being never word-initial, word-final, nor syllable-final ezoept 

in unw». Original q* otherwise brought into the position ubF yields uqJ. 

kw may have any position, s shows random variation toward [ji] but is 

usually like English a.    r is untrilled retroflez r with slight oaouminal- 

5 quality [rjf], suggesting Czech fr but less rough, with more of the li- 

quidity of American Snglish r. 1, w, y_, h are as in English. The clus- 

ters uw, u£ are actualized as diphthongs [au, eu, ai, to.] «ten when the 

semi-vowel is intervooalio (klla*ws [kllau'l]) , but configurate in every 

way as consonants. Intervooalio 2. after i, o, e is tinged with [yj, [wQ, 

lz]  respectively. Final 2.  is "harp, and a slight non-phonemic oatoh 

heard or imagined after final vowels muBt not be taken to be 2J  it is only 

a by-efféot. Word-final 2ü always ends in a by-effect of aspiration r+uhl* 

Per centra the^ word »ah ends in an h stronger than the expeoted by«-eff eot j 

it is shown by analysis (of. the rhyming pah, yah) to be phonemic h. v 

varies from bilabial to labiodental, when next to o usually bilabial. It 

is always voioeless in uvF, voiced otherwise; this rule is strict, even 

inklusters Ilk» w. vy. v», e.g., po'vyose'la rpof-vo-saSlaT. ma» *t&wa 

["ma'-taf-ftal. The pre-aspirates are homorganio with the major stops In 

the same position and are preceded^\*y a soft aspiration (softer than h) 

and a silenolng-out of the preoeding^owsl. They ooour only after a 

vowel In the same word, and do not occur preceded by an unstressed and 

'followed by a stressed vowel» nor as syllable-final. When moved out of 

bounds they revert to their majors. The desonantized consonants ooour 

only as syllable-final. Major oonsonants are not defective in the same 

way as minors ej% may ooour in all positions oharaoteristio of their own 

minors without being obliged to undergo the minorizing change. This  > 

minorlzing is treated in 17 for M>» 112 tor 3. 

/ 

/ 

S 
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3. Consonant-clusters word-initially may not ocour, medially any two 

oonaonants may cluster, word-finally only -bt, -bk, -bkw, -wb, -yb. Word- 

medially three may cluster, giren two semivowels (or one in wbb, ybb) . 

Clusters of three result from oertain 'contracted elements' (112) ; the 

only common one is 7|?£» in which *y is actualized as glottalized y. Medi- 

al clusters of stop + n or 1, or b • w or y insert between the members a 

murmur-vowel with the effeot of a very short (shwa-length) extra syllable, 

the semivowels becoming like the u, 1 of falling diphthongs. This shwa- 

syllable does not affect the structural syllabification, whioh, if we may 

shirk the slight contradiction of the triplet-olusters, requires syllables 

to be either bu or bub except for the above-cited clusters allowable at the 

end of a word. Doubled oonsonants may ooour intervooalioally; not in 

word-final, where *-tt > -t, *-kk > -k, *-kq > -q (and -q or -k will then 

beoome -k or -q if required by the preceding phoneme) , *-kwq > -qk*, whioh 

may then have to become -kk». Intervooalio *-kq- > -qq-, but -qk- is not 

assimilated. True doublets are markedly long and must not be oonfused 

with a slight lengthening shown by intervocalio n, by 1 in ulu, ••tefcjs* 

and by a stop preoeded by homorganio desonantized nasal. 

** Vowels  Roughly, a as in father, £ between met and oat, e as in 

serve (without r, as in New England or Southern U. 3., i.e., high-baok- 

unrounded) , 1 in maohlne, o in German Sohn, ó is  rounded i, not quite 

as in German, more as in Trenoh flour. These are the 'bright allophones'; 

there are also the 'dull allophones*, in whioh the timbres are shifted 

toward or to [a] of but, [tj of met, {%}  (between i and i) , [%] of pin, 

[v] of put, [u] of Oer. CtrUnde. Long vowels are always bright, short 

vowels exoept 1, are dull (other exceptions due to velarizing) , vowels in 

akP, ck7, ikf, ok? are dull, non-long i la dull inploaed syllables, and 

there are more speoial prinoiples of dulling which we shall skip. Velar- 

^ 
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izing of a ooours before q, its effect being that of keeping a bright. 

Velarizing of non-long i ooours before q, making it [ia] with a-glide to 

the q. Velarizing of o ooours in non-long oqF, the vowel becoming almost 

[o_] of dog, with a tinge of o~timbre. Short a after y is shifted toward 

or to [a] of mat. I omit mention of other slight effeots of oonsonants on 

•oweIs. 

5* vowl-l»n*rth  Long is markedly long, medium is half-long in high- ' 

stressed open syllables, shortening the more that this oondition is de- 

parted from, till in unstressed syllables where this is the only type it 

may be nearly or quite as short as the true short. Short is qulok and 

olipped, resists all rhetorical lengthening or drawling, unlike the secon- 

dary quasi-short ('neutral') derived from the medium, and being always in 

stressed and usually open syllables fcas somewhat the rhythmic effeot of a 

«Sootoh snap* in musio, when followed by unstressed. Long and short oocur 

only under stress (the term stress unqualified includes both high and low 

stress). There are no grammatical processes that oan remove all stress 

from a long vowel. Stress may be removed from a non-long vowel originally 

first syllable by various stressed proposed elements (prefixes, prenexes, 

reduplication) and a short vowel relieved of all stress In this way is 

elided, e.g., na* * • te'ke > * na* *teke > na'tks. This example also illus- 

trates the reduotion of long vowels whloh usually ooours, though not ai- 

rways, when their syllables are olosed. The half-long medium In the same 

position as the short vowel of this example is reduced to short-like neu- 

tral and may optionally be elided. Some words of this origin are now 

petrified in the elided form. The true 'snappy' short vowel does not oo- 

our as word-final, and an original short getting into this position be- 

comes a semi-short neutral with no staooato offset. These length phonemes 
arc 
Ashown in, e.g., gala 'ollnks', gals «edge', qa'la 'rat', tewa 'sees it', 
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te«wa 'aaad', qohl 'break» it», q3'hl 'fire'. 

*• Aooent  High Btreas oonsiats of dynamio stress plus a tone-register 

higher than the normal, and marks the main aooent of a word or compound 

phrase. Certain olasses of words and phrases may have two high stresses, 

either adjacent or separated. Most Msyllabio words have high stress on 

the penult and this is to he understood where no aooent is marked* All 

other oases will have aooents marked. Low stress consists of stress in 

the same low tone-register as the unstressed syllables. It marks the 

secondary aooents that usually ooour in words of more than two syllables 

in positions dependent upon word-structure. Final syllables can have a 

third type of aooent, falling, e.g., »i» *stw 'coyote*, where a stressed 

Towel f allavq*Egj|£ti3,y in tone to low; contrast paki *t 'after entering', where 

the tone falls very little or not at all and low register is not resumed 

till the next word. Monosyllabic words gire the effect of bearing a sub- 

dued form of high stress and are so considered (they may show long and 

short Towels), exoept for anolitio8 and proolitios, e.g., qa 'not', which 

are in low tone and so marked — they may give either a low-stressed or an 

unstressed effect in the sentenoe rhythm. Three-syllablet words show very 

commonly the types bu'bubu (like English 'ory^b&by') and bu*bubú (like 

bu'tterfly), but are not restricted to theae. In still longer words the 

pattern possibilities beoome most oomplioated. Their rationale follows 

•imply anough from the actual word-building prooesses. Where the rhythm 

u» *bubu ocours and u*b la 8*q (e.g., go* 'garnet'their elder sisters') the 

long Towel has a tojir-pulae off eat with rhythm uu^bubtt [qoU'qamJt], siBe- 

where suoh an effeot ooours only in the word po*sl 'eye', prjiounoed poo*si, 

7. Sandhl in Hopi is chiefly spirantization of initial £ to T by a pre- 

ceding element in close nexus (114) • Any preceding element has this effect, 

whether ending in Towel or oonsonant; except certain words and elements 

oalled 'pre-aspirating' (this quality la denoted by superscript £, e.g., 

2il-P •thy»), wl 
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2*lr    'thy*) i whioh ohange initial p_ to ^JL and also ohange the other stops 

to their pre~aspirates. The sandhi attendant upon some morphologioal pro- 

cesses Is overridden by morphologioal rules» e.g., Class 5 verbs pre- 

aapirate the stops of certain suffixes but not of others. A few irregular 

H&&KB  types of sandhi are of rare occurrence in petrified forms, e.g., 

initial w > V-. 

Other phonologioal processes are less striotjily Tutaohanioal and will be / 

sketched in the next section. 

II. Grammatical Operations These in Hopi are 1) pure selection, and 

selection involving the operations of 2) modulation (inner ohange,or ab- 

laut) , 3) reduplioation, 4) nexus, 5) pause technique. Nexus is divisible 

into a) euffixation, b) preflxatlon, o) annexation (compounding, auxill- ' 

arles) , d) oontext nexus (syntaotio nexus, adverb nexus) • 

1. Pure Selection: Parts of Speech This operation oonslsts in ohoos- 

ing a word or morpheme belonging to a particular class having grammatical 

elass-properties. The word-olasses (parts of speech) are 1) nouns, S) pro- 

nouns, 3) verbs, 4)Invariants. All but invariants are paradigmatic i.e., 

may have a series of forms or inflections. Sven Invariants may undergo 

the variations of pause technique, but no others. Nouns have one system 

of inflexion* verbs a different system. Pronouns have inflections like 

but not quite the same as those of nouns. All olasses overlap; thus nouns 

may be used as verbs, certain verb-forms are verbal nouns, some pronouns 

are invariants, many invariants are isolated verb or noun forms. The term 

adiectlv will be used herein, but formally they are verbs or nouns, e.g., 

k*aq»a «It Is sweet», yam^aTvlkfr •sweet bread'. Invariants inolude rola* #/ 

tionals (bases with looational oase-suffixes, inducing postpostions) , ad» 

verbs, and interjeotions. Adverbs inolude, besides typleal adverbs, con- 

junctions, partióles, modallaers, which impart modal nuances to verbs, and 

/ 
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inceptors or sentenoe-introducers. 

Punotual and Tensive In addition to these word-classes we must note 

a great ideologioal classification that cuts across them, dividing all ex- 

pressions of position in space or time into two categories which I oall 

punotual and tensive. Here Hopi thought-f$pjn departs most from English.  • 

In place of distinct referenoe to either spaoe or time, we haVv rather 

reference to extension. which Is both space-like and time-like, versus 

non-extension or poii_«-looation. Location, state, and action are treated 

as one-dimensional or punctual (i.e., the center of interest is located 

only by position as a point) versus multi-dimensional or tensive, i.e., 

looated as having extension, which according to context may be as a line, 

over an area, in three dimensions, or with duration in time added to any 

one of the spatial forms inoluding the spaoe point. Because of the unifi- 

cation of spaoe and time in extension, expression of singularity or momen- 

tanejpusness requires a punctual form; expressions of plurality, distri- 

bution, expanslveness, duratlveness, or repetition require a tensive form. 

Some plurals may be aocompanied by punctual forms to indicate that the 

state of eaoh unit is denoted as punctual. The introduction of tensivity 

into an ordinary noun or other static word will usually imply plurality; 

In a verb it will Imply duratlveness and often also plurality of action 

lnvolivlng plurality of participating entities, subjeot or object or both. , 

While this distinction pervades all Hopi grammar, there is no one regular 

method of expressing it. In nouns and verbs we find that usually the 

punotual is the simpler form and that the tensive often shows reduplica- 

tion but there is muoh irregularity. Moreover, the distinction of puno- 

tual and tensive does not appear simply as suoh but is in nouns a matter 

of singularity vs. plurality and in verbs of punotual aspeot vs., not one 

tensive form, but a number of aspeot and aspsot-voice forms, all of them 

tensive. Among invariants the distinction is expressed by separate words, 
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whose uses at first puzzle the Hopl/student. To illustrate: the simple 

locative relatlonals are »fp«» (punctual) and 'aija (tensivo) . Henee 

pam ki*y »tpe» «he was (or Is) at his house', but pam ki' 'kihct 

+aaa 'he was at the houses', meaning 'he has visited several houses'. 

Thus +aqa loeates the individual on a path in spaoe-time whioh includes 

the several houses. This idea of the extended spaoe-tlme loous answers 

to a number of different expressions in English; e.g., wa'yma kl*y »aqa 

'he walked by. his house*, wane sjnmcy +aqa 'he stood among the people'. 

Tensivity may be equivalent to lndeflniteness; thus *aqa (sentence-medial 

+ai)) is used like the English 'on' of indefinite attachment; **») pi*ta 

•it was stuck on', »aq la'q&kna 'he punled on it, (or) at it». 

Selection is the only operation that ooours pure, for all others, suoh 

as suffixation and syntactic joining, involve also selection of elements 

suited to the process. It must be noted that muoh selection in Hop i is 

idiomatic i i.e., selection of a certain combination results in a meaning 

not to be expected from grammatical parallels. Thus makl*»yma, a form 

from maga 'give*, ought to mean 'he is just about to give it' but actu- 

ally means 'he is sure it is going to belong to him'. Again, idiomatic 

Hopi will prefer a oertain form where another form would seen mere 'regu- 

lar' ; e.g., tfwa is the ordinary verb 'see', but to see a person Is 

»aw yori, literally, 'look at him*. Hop! is extremely idiomatic, and 

henee no purely formal grammar can give an adequate aooount of aotual 

specoh. The ideal Hopi grammar would be a grammatical dictionary that 

would give the idiomatio uses of each word. 

Suppletlon is a form of selection partly idiomatio and partly ays* 

tema tic, in whioh ohange of stem takes the place of the regular opera* 

tion otherwise used in a system of forms, e.g., English go t wont. In 

Hopi it is oommon in one usage onlyr plural vs. singular forma of verbs. 
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2. Modulation: Its phonology  Phonology and the operation of modula- 

tion are olosely interwoven, and modulatory phonology will be considered 

here. It 1B controlled by position of the phoneme in the word relative 

to the root or paradigmatic nuoleua. A paradigmatic word contains four 

basic Internal positionst 1) prefix, S) root-internal, 3) root-terminal, 

4} suffix* A position may be unfilled, or filled by one or more elements. 

an element being either an open syllable or a 'contracted element*. To 

'oontraet' an element is to elide the vowel of an open-syllable element, 

exoept for these contractions: *i > »y, hi > hy, o-wl > o-wy, ko > k* 

(not lew) • In oontraotlon *p > v (sometimes also p > v) , qv, q > q, de- 

sonantissation may or may not occur, la sometimes > 1, L, and sometimes 

> w. Root-terminal is the position of the last element in a root of more 

than one element, e.g., »o-'ta, na-»-ta-ya, +e-+e-o-pi; and other elements 

of a root are root-internal, e.g., *e«-*ta, na-*ta-ya, *e-*e-o-pi; these 

forma < »o*ta 'to olose'. Certain phonologic principles apply only to 

root-terminal position. The most important is that the elements ti, *tl 

oannot oeour in true root-terminal position (a few words like we'ti 

'woman* have an apparent root-terminal that is probably a pa trifle* one- 

element root in a oompound) , but > oi, 'ol. and on oontraotlon o.    Thus 

ao-ma 'tie* > passive ao.-f¿-^-ti, but *£-¿ta > passive ^o-¿o^-ít-ti. The 

other rules of root-terminal aro not general enough to need mention in a 

sketoh, and the samo for the phonology of suffix-position. 

Modulation or ablaut ohiefly affoots root-terminal elements. The forms 

of root-terminal modulation are 1) oontraotlon (soma > semi , with certain 

exceptions the oontraoted element is desonantized before a surd in oloso 

nexus (soM-tai 8) lotlzation, ohange of terminal a or • to ¿ («orna > somi. 

toke > tokl) , 3) terminal stressing (pala > pala*) , often with ohange of 

•Xt» *Ja *° X&it iBLl* 
Modulation in root-internal position consists of reducing long vowels 
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to medium, and other lesa common length changes, and rare Irregular 

changes of vowel. Modulation in suffix-position is similar to root- 

terminal, the suffix-ending base behaving as an extended root. Iotiza- 

tion both root-terminally and in suffixes produoes the same semantio 

change: transitive to intransitive, often passive, often a noun-like 

base. Various suffixes combine with each other aooording to speoial 

rules (see IV Verbs) • 

3. Reduplication  Front reduplloation is repetition of the first    ^ 

syllable of the word, often oombined with reduotion of vowels in the re- 

duplicated elements, stress shifts, and root-terminal contraction. The 

chief patterns are: Type A pabu or pa'bu > pa* *vábu. pa*vdbu (or pa* *va- 

bü, etc.) , Type B pabu, pabu > pavbu, pavbu, Type 0 pabu, pa'bu > 

pavab, with polysyllabic roots pa'bftbu, pabu'lm > pa"vabub, Type D pabu 

> pava'b, polysyllabic pa'bubu, pabu'bu > pava 'sus. 

Baok reduplication affects root-terminal syllable and is of pattern 

bula > bula*la. Pausal reduplication ooours only in pause technique and 

is of pattern bula > bulaba. r 

4. Nexus Close nexus comprises prefixation, euffixation, and annexa- 

tion except for the open-compound type of annex.which forms a link with 

open or oontext nexus comprising syntaotio and adverb nexus. Snndhi 

ooours between the components in olose nexv.s but not in true open nexus. 

It may ooour in open compounds, depending on the degree of 'oloseness'. 

**• Prefixation  Hopl uses but few prefixes. All prefixes except 

»1- 'my' and qa- 'not* take primary stress (M- does ee when in the penult) 

end may rearrange the stresses In the root, resulting sometimes in reduc- 

tion or elision of vowels in the root (It), though not in suffixes. Pre- 

fixes are almost never superimposed. 

*•• Sufflxatlom Hopl uses many suffixes often superimposed» Whether 

or not sandal ooours between root end suffix depones on special morphology! 
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thus the instrumentive suffix -pi is never spirantlzed, while the adessive 

ease suffix appears as -'pa or -va according to the sandhi of the preced- 

ing root (see also 17) . Suffixes on noun or verb bases never have pri- 

mary stress (excluding pause teohnique) and consequently never rearrange 

the stresses in the root nor oause mechanioal reduotion. Contraction ac- 

companying a certain suffix is aooessory modulation. 

4o. Annexation Annexation is word-compounding in its broadest sense: 

the use of a word as a modifier or auxiliary of another with only Juxta- 

position to indicate the relationship. Hopi uses it extensively, nearly 

always according to the principle that the modifier preoedes the word 

modified.  'Prenexation' and 'prenex' refer to a preceding component of 

annexation with respect to a component following it, or 'postnexed' to it. 

There are four main types of annexations: attributions (adjective + noun), 

Compounds (in the restricted sense, noun + noun), Incorporations (modifier 

+ verb), subnexations (verb • auxiliary). 

In adjectival predioation, e.g. 'that bird is red' pam ojro paja, the 

predioate adjective (*is red», pala) is a variety of verb. When the adjec- 

tive is used in attribution, as in 'a red bird*, an annex form is used, 

pal** olrd. The prenex, if a vowel-ending bisyllable, takes final stress; 

otherwise it contracts if oontractible, e.g., qo#mávl 'it is blaok', 

qS'mav ofrro fa blaok bird'. The only high stress in the oomplex is that 

of the prenex, and all original high strews in the postnex beoomes low. 

Original stress on an open first syllable is thrown baok one syllable af- 

ter an oxytone prenex, as in pala* olrd (but pala* vatqa 'red squaah' < 

patqa). Long vowels in postnéx reduoe to medium. Any number of adjeotives 

may be thus oombined, all after the first beooaing postnexes, e.g., lona* 

valA olrd 'a pretty red bird', woko* loan vela olrd 'a big, pretty red bird'. 

Houn-prefixes go on the first member of the oomplex, e.g., +iloma* valá 

olrd 'my pretty rod bird'• Reduplication for plural applies only to the 

noun: *iweko* vov 
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noun: »lwsko* vovyo 'my big knives». Spirantization of £ is the only 

sandhi in attribution. The whole complex is like one word in stress-form 

and in being one breath-group; i.e., ordinarily no greater pauses *>ccur 

between components than between syllables of the same word. And yet a 

pause may be made if desired with natural effect after any component, and 

any one of the components may be pronounoed alone and be intelligible, be- 

ing a word that occurs alone (oj£o *a bird* or 'it is a bird'). The form 

in annexation differs from the form in isolation only by subscribing to the 

prosodio requirements of a type of phrase. The components in attribution 

are simply words according to the methodology used herein, and this requires 

the writing of spaoes between them. The whole complex is a phrase, not a 

word. 

Compounds of nouns use a noun (or root) to modify a noun, and Hopi com- 

pounds are much like English or German ones in the varieties of logloal 

connection that may be thus expressed. Hop! shows two types without dis- 

tinct demarcation, open and olose. A typical open compound is not a stock 

vocabulary word, but a phrase made up for the ocoasion by using some noun 

to modify another noun, e.g., olro* voy6 or oiro* poyb 'a bird knife', A 

typical olose compound is a vocabulary word in which a new, unitary mean- 

ing emerges, e.g., oo*qa 'elay', sl*va 'silver*, ooga'slva 'nickel'. Open 

or olose oompound» follow the sane pattern as attributions, with oertain 

speoial variations. Most nouns of bubu-fora have a prenex-form whloh is 

not feupu' tut bub, e.g., sl'vsoms. 'silver-band, braoelet'. Opea ooapounds 

may optionally omit sandhi, or other alteration. However, the postnex 

usually laoks high stress. Olose compounds usually have the amount of ml* 

toration of an attribution, and often more, inoluding rowel elision (16)in 

postnex, e.g., keri 'rump', o orno 'mound', kerl'omo *buttook'. The older, 

petrified compounds show pre-aspirativo sandhi, e.g., si*pa «flower-spring, 

oasis < ol-P 'flower*. The Class 0 noun-suffix -ha. in olose compounds is 
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dropped in both preñez and postnez (e.g., si'pa < alhe, pa*he) , in open 

compounds it may be dropped or not. The Class D »uffixAdrops in the pre- 

ñez of many nouns, e.g., me* *yaw 'moon', me *y tala 'moonlight*(mey oontr. 

< me*ya). Reduplication is regularly on the postnex, e.g., pa*'gala 'water- 

edge, shore', pi. pa'qaqla, but also is found on the initial of petrified 

oompounda; hoklo 'forest', pi. ho'hoklo. The preñez of a olose compound 

may be a verb-stem (e.g., paq- 'weep', pa'qvfrsi 'tear') or an adjective 

yielding a different sense from attribution (e.g., qals*maa 'primary 

feather', but qalt^masit 'strong wing'). Among olose oompounda are found a / 

few stems not ooourring free, e.g., te-P 'stone,-ground'. Certain olose 

r-' "t**nmx*B  baye beoome stereotyped and freely usable like suffixes. The / 

ohlef ones are -qolo, -qlo collective plural for plants, -hoya, -hya 

diminutlTe, -vgsl small object (lit. 'eye, seed') , -vb'ko animal pet ('dog'). 

Inoorporationa olosely resemble noun compounds except that the postnez 

is a Tfexb. They have the same phonologio pattern, prenex form of noun» and 

distinction of open and olose. A noun modifier of a transitive verb ex- 

presses usually generic objeot and this form is oalled 'incorporated ob- 

ject», e.g., nl*na 'he kills it (one thing) ', olro" nina 'he bird-kills, // 

kills a bird', oft/v nina 'he kills a deer'» This form is muoh less used 

than 'syntaotio objeot1, e.g., ojrot nl*na. Close incorporations have 

somewhat specialized, unitary meanings. In them especially we may have 

noun-prenex as inseparable partioipant in or 'subjeot' of an intransitive 

verb, making it impersonal, e.g., sakM 'it gets broken down', kl*ha 'house' 
t-ri 

kiskfi 'it (the house)   is dilapidated, house-dilapidation has ooourred'.     y 

The preñez itself may be a verb-base, used as an adverb, e.g., na+o'y 

»$ki 'they arrived hidingly, sneaked up'} the verbal «Infinitive' is sueh 

a prenex (IV7, 8) •    The only lnoorporable pronouns are pen, yen, hjn (de- 

stratlves) • 

Subnezatlon is a peouliar specialized form of postnezation oonfined to 

s 

t fc. Sft   - p  <-»-yL.; ¿^-ta-^T-c^ 
/' -*{ ¿^~^€^ s2-&£^i. 
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the auxiliary verbs» -14-, -ya-, -man-. It differs from both suffixation 

and other annexation in that both components may take high stress together» 

and by permitting clusters (e.g., qk-n) not permissible within words, and 

suoh as ooour in nexus. Herein it will always be marked by a hyphen, sim- 

ply as a visual aid to analysis. 

4d. Context nexus is the ordinary grouping of words into a sentence. 

In syntaotlo nexus the words are in relations parallel to the relations 

in the actual situation, e.g., subject, verb, object, possessor and pos- 

sessed, etc These relations are a matter of rules of syntax, whioh are 

a matter of seleotion, of morphology (noun oases, verb modes, etc), and 

of word order. The general rules of order are: possessor preoedes pos- 

sessed, subject and personal-pronoun object precede verb (other objects 

may either preoede or follow), relational» like to, from, over, preoede 

verbs and follow nouns (postpositions) . Personal-pronoun subjeot and 

objeot are expressed by syntaotio nexus, exoept that lack of other refer- 

ence implies third-person pronoun subjeot and objeot. Adverb nexus is 

inclusion in the sentence of words whioh affect the verb or the whole sen- 

tence but do not stand in speoifio situational relationships with other 

words. 

5. Pause Technique; Sentences A sentenoe nay be roughly defined as 

an utterance that may be followed by a protraoted pause and be intelligi- 

ble without sense of incompleteness. A major sentenoe is intelligible 

in itself, e.g., 'the man ran*, a minor sentenoe intelligible in a recent- 

ly ooourred oontext, e.g., 'yes', or 'a man' in reply to the question 'want 

is that!' A word is either (a)a minimal major er minor sentenee, e.g., 

warl 'he ran», ta*qa 'a men', er (b) a sentenoe-element of analogoue form, 

nexus, and functional olese (II) with ether words oepable of definition (a). 

The ending of a Hop! sentenee ie called pause, end is marked by falling 

pitch, including in questions. Pause technioue is terminal infleetien of 

/ 
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the whole sentence, applied to the final word — spoken punctuation. There 

are fire types of pause; simple, copulative, exclamativa, imperative, and 

exolamatlve-imperative. If we add as the first of this scale the non-pause 

or sent«noe-medial form of a word we have the entire punctuation-series. 

Words have a classification according as they are more or less fully in- 

flected in this series, thus: 

A. uniformáis These have medial, simple-pause, and copulative forms 

the same, e.g., nl'na «he killed it', ta'qa 'man', whioh also is the copu- 

lative 'it is a man', e.g., in reply to 'what is that?' or in, e.g., »aya/m 

ta'qa 'it is (or there is) a man over there'. This class i no ludes all 

vowel-ending verbs of the first six verb-classes, vowel-ending ad>otives 

of olass 7, and unpossessed nominative case of nouns except those of classes 

D, S, F. 

B. blformala These have a first (medlal-pausal) and a second (pauaal- 

oopulative) form, e.g., ta*taqt ye* to 'men ran* but ta"taqte «they are 

men' or 'it is some men', morar)*It ta" taqte 'the ohiefs are men', ta"taqt 

mo*na9w\te 'the men are ohiefs*. Both forms may be used as pausal in non- 

oopulatlve sentenoes, e.g., nl'na ojrot or nl'na oj*rota 'he killed a 

bird*, but the copulative is somewhat more emphatic. 

°* triformals These have a first (medial) , seoond (simple-pausal) , and 

third (paueal-copulative and emphatic) form, e.g., »lkly »yf q»te or gate 

•JUdly 2*0*1  '*• «Wod (••**) at "V aouse*, but »lkly »iv+s 'he was (it) at 

my house*. Pluriformality is largely a property of certain suffixes, and 

on first oitation of suoh words and suffixes their longer forms will be 

plaoed in parentheses, e.g., -t (-to) plural suf., 2|£ (1§£*2» +<•»«) post- 

position »at*. 

Copulative or nominal sentenoes are the regular Hop! method of expres- 

sing *!•*, 'goes', and 'ooaes', when the assezfes? U&$i urtinnr os? 

'going' and 'ooming' aro purely relational and abstraotj denoting this 
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oolorless relativa motion by relatlonals (oase-forma and postpositions), 

e.g., »lkly »awi» «he went to my house», contrast *lkly »aw warl »he ran 

to my house* (III 2V. 3uoh sentences may be conjugated like true verbs by 

means of the 'subnexed' auxiliary verbs. 

Sxolamatlvca Sxclamatlve pause is produced by suffixing -y, using the 

copulative form where presentj nV *ná> »by Jingo, he killed it I», ta» *qay 

'a maní», ta"taqt»y 'gee, they're men!', »lkly »f/v»ty •he's at my house!» 

An alternative ending -£ [-£, with dull timbre] often replaoes -ly_, and -J: 

may replace -ty. Original primary stress is retained along with exolama- 

tlve stress exoept that it is lost on a short open penult (olroy 'a bird!1) 

and on medium open penult of verbs only (aomty 'he tied it!'). 

The end of a direct quotation is usually marked by the exclamativa fol- 

lowed by enolitio yáw with no pause: »sma hjnok ya'ntny yaw »amc/ml kjta 

'"why are you (pi.) like this?" said he to them.' This form may also use a 

modified exolamative omitting -y but retaining the final falling stress* 

Imperatives An imperative sentence oan be made from the same base as the 

exolamative (exoept for oInsa 1 verbs, IV 8) by pausal reduplication (II 3), 

in quick speeoh or after a long word sometimes eliding -u+u to -»u. Thus 

nl' *na»a 'kill it!», ta"taqtc*o 'be men I» Copulatives already ending in 

-»u remain unohanged. Transitive verbs have an alternative form (IV 8). 

The above is a polite or request imperative. The oxolamatly-^ #*»*t|*f ( 

which simply adds exolamative technique, is a oommand form; nl' *na»ty «kill 

it I' 

v  III. Houns and Proggug* and their Syntax ^ 

1. Baslo pronouns These pronouns, the personals and oertaln others, will 

illustrate the basio case-deolension, which most nouns possess only In part. 

Being nearly all plurifozmals, their pausal forms are placed below the medi- 

al form in the table. 
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Stressed possessive prefixes change the original high stress of a noun 

to low but do not displaoe it or oause elision. 

8» Use of the Oases Nominative: subject of sentence, object of Imper- 

ative transitive verbs, absolute, vocative, adjective, and source of the pre- 

ñez for compounding. Objective: objeot of transitive verbs (non-imperative) 

and postpositions, subject of the second disjunctive mode of verbs, posses- 

sive or genitive, except for the 1st and 2nd person pronouns which have a 

true possessive, prefixed to the possessed noun, yet for* these it is the 

predicate possessive: no*ye 'it is mine'. Copulative objeotive inanimates 

express the subjeot's goal: ne» no» *vata 'I'm for food, I'm after food' or 

*I want food*. Addition of haqam 'at some plaoe' or other looatives changes 

the meaning to 'I get (or got) food*. These two oases are obligatory for 

use not speoifio as to case, i.e., there Is no oaaeless form. 

The basio oblique case-suffixes above are -vi/-*pc, -mi, -miq, -qaq, to y 

which may be added adjbasivo -va/-*pj. 'on (the extent of) '. Allatlve: 'to  ' 

(of motion and direction) ', lndireot object. Illative: •into' ,^also 'by, 

with (of passive instrument) '. Ablative: (a) 'from', without distance-terms 

it denotes separation to a modérate extent, hence, in some oontexts (b) 'back 

from, behind, after, following' (pea ^e^aqo 'he's following you'), (o) 

('vascular ablative') 'in' of enclosure requiring an opening prooess for dis- 

covery, i.e., in containers, mouths, bodies, the ground, etc, not in rooms. 

The -gag, -qaqo forms in pronouns (not nouns) are usually elided to -qk, 

-jg¿ — this is shorn only a few places in the table, to save spaoe. 

Oopulatlve oblicué cases Copulative allatlve means 'goes to ...', but in 

the this-form means 'oomes to it here' or simply 'oomes', e.g., pt'w+i 

'come here I' (XI 5) , pa» ptw+1 'he's coming'. The illative is not so muoh 

used oopulatively as with a oonorett verb, e.g., pakl 'one goes in' in do- 

fault of another verb of motion. Oopulatlve ablative Beans 'oomes from •••', 

no* 'is in» nor 'comes out of', these meanings requiring concrete verbs, e.g., 

paki'wta 'one is 
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paki'wta 'one is inside* or y «ma 'one goes out', with ablative. As already 

noted (II 5) , for merely relational motion Hopi uses ease-forms copulative- 

ly, not formal verbs. For concrete phenomena, which inoluSdes^nterohange / 

between inside and outside, formal verbs are needed. The *sjjk form used 

with another idea of motion ohanges the meaning from 'go* to *oome*, e.g., 

pern »eml ^aqgo 'he comes to you', ta'qa *aqk wari 'the man comes running'• 

Other oase-suffixos Besides the above case-suffixes are many others 

that may be used just as freely upon the above pronominal bases, though 

not very freely upon nouns. Tensive locative: -q (-qa, -q+a) confined most- 

ly to 3rd pers. »a*), paq, yaq, and 'yonder' irreg. »ayt/» (aye/+s) , for mean- 

ing see II 1, wa»yma kiy »aipa, etc. Inesslve: -sonvl (-vl», -vl?e)*ln',   r 

general interio^ty, immersion. 2nd Inessive: -vavs/-'j>llvc («vs». etc) 'in» 

buildings and roads. The form ^a^'pave means 'inside' and is secondarily a 

nominative meaning 'room'. Supereasive: -ove (ovc+ etc) or-cvi (-ovl», 

-ovi»6) (HI7) 'above, on top of, also *by», personal agent. 3ooiatlvo: 

-mem (mema) 'with, and' (the 'and' used to link two nouns) ; it is tensive, 

and oopulatively means 'is with', 'keeps with', 'goes with' aooording to con- 

text. Benefaotlve: -qam(-qaml) , 3rd pers. sing, » «gam,'for'. Partitivei   i/ 

restricted to 3rd pers. ^ah (»aho) , pah.yah. It is tensive of the ablative, 

meaning 'from', 'ooming', of extended, radiative, or otherwise tensive sopar» 

ation: *ah ta»la 'it shines forth from it' or 'from her*, an idiom meaning 

that she is beautiful, nah is the partitive 'some', and ^ah like »aak gives 

the sense of 'coma* to verbs. Simulative: -n (-oi) and -nta 'like*: »lao/n 

'like me', 'jn 'like him'. There are many other suoh suffixes lass frequent-/ 

ly used. Case-suffizas are ^TTIl* of compound, i.e., ending in ana of tha 

basic set like -sonvl, -ovt. These baelo endings may be interchanged with 

corresponding change in idea: -sonml 'to and into*, -ova 'ovar, across'. y 
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/ 

Olaaa C nouns end in -he and inflaot xnuoh like 01. A, e.g., Id*he 

'house», 3rd pep». kj'^ho+frt, pi. kl* *klho; pQho 'road', 3rd pera, 

pohe*»at, pi. pQYhe; except that -he drops before the suffix -y (-ye) 

and in the prenex, and in olose compounds the postnex also, e.g., qoh-ki 

•fire-place». They inolude a few animates whioh form plurals like Cl. B 

thus» k»a*he 'eagle', pi. k*a*'k»ahet (^te) . 

Olas» D nouns end in -w (-we. -w*e) and form the absolute objeotive 

like the possessed objective in -£ (-ye). They are mostly animate» whioh 

pluralizo like 01. B, e.g., pa*kiw 'fish', pi. pa*'vaklWt. Those in -aw 

drop -w in the prenex and dontraot; and may pluralizo either with or with- 

out »uoh reduction, e.g., ho* *naw 'bear», prenex ho'n, pi. ho*'honaWt or 
o 'o .        'ó A    / 

hohoNt; so do a few others: cfo>vlw 'antelope, small deer' > CVT, ©joVrt. 

The few inanimates, exoept *o* *maw 'cloud', pluralizo like 01. A: me* *yaw 

'moon', prenex me*y, pi. me* 'moyaw. 

Class S nouns end in -£ (-qwe, -qw»o) or B^tt^SSBBB^  in -qvo (-qw+e)L 

form the absolute objective in -£ (-ye) and pluralizo like B usually: 

hekai) 'wind', prenex hekaq, pi. he^hokajft; paqye 'mountain sheep' > pa'q 

«*. A payaljt. 

Clase F nouns have only the possessed forms and oomprise the stems 

na- 'father*, ye-'mother*, ti- 'son, daughter', k*a- 'grandfather', so- 

• grandmother', ka- 'paternal aunt', ma- 'hand-and-arm'. The 1st and 8nd 

persons are thus* *>ina (»lna*>. »l*na*>a) obj. »inay. «to., with 'mother* 

irregular in these persons by o hanging £ to £*, *>lqo 'sis; mother'• ^•SJBMBX 

Tor a quasi-absolute flslona uses the 'their' form: na»am 'a father', 

yemat 'mothers'. The 1st and 2nd persons take the B 1 plural: »o'*k*am 

'thy grandfathers'. Besides these classes there are the verbal nouns; 

agentives, etc, see 17. 

4. P¿H£els Many Inanimates have two kinds of plural, the regular 

reduplicated plural and an unreduplicated pauoal in -m, -t, or -te (-te*>. 

/ 

/ 
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-te*>a) , whioh last replaces -he of Cl. C. The pauoal implies a small 

number only, e.g., k*a'te 'several eagles'. Names of plants prefer to 

using plural a oolleotlve whioh postnexes -qolo, -qlo, e.g., logo*qolo 

'pine trees, pine grove'. The singular is freely used as a plural or a 

generio (like English 'fish') where no ambiguity results. 

5* Oblique oases of nouns ooour in absolute form only, adding the oase- 

suffix to the prenex, whioh is reduplioated for plural. Most nouns have 

no oblique oases and those that do usually have only a oertain few, e.g., 

mo»a 'mouth' has the ablative, mo^a'qaq, while o orno 'hill», took* a 'ground' 

pa*he 'water, spring' oan take most oase-suffixeB, and ki'he 'house' oan 

take all. For every case-suffix there is a postposition with exaotly the 

same meaning which is used instead where the suffix cannot be applied, in~ 

oluding all possessed nouns. The basic demonstrative pronouns agree in / 

oase form with a noun whioh they may modify, e.g., 'that house' is thus de- 

ollned: nom. pern ki'he, obj. pet kl«het, loo. ptv kl'vs, all. par)so ki'ml, 

ill. parjsok ki'mlq, abl. pai)k ki*rjaq. Compound suffixes require agreement 

only in the final element; e.g., inessive-allative paqso kl* 'sonml, eto. 

6. Postpositions or relationals are used after the objective oase of 

nouns or pronouns, before verbs like adverbs, or eopulatively as explained, 

in III 8. They are of these types: (1) case-suffix on bast »a->. i.e., 

the 3rd person pronominal oases *>$v, *awt *ak, eto., fictionally agreeing ' 

with plurality of noun\ (»amo/ml eto.) ; (2) like (1) in form but apparent 

suffix inseparable, e.g., »a'tft 'under'; (3) oaie-suffix on a stem used 

only in these oblique oases like *>o*- 'height', »atka- 'depth', > »o*mlq 

•into up above', etc; (4) no oonstant form but usually with pauoal sug- 

gesting a verb dependent mode, e.g., *>i*paq (*M/*paqa) 'outside of; (5) 

spooial use of a verb mode, e.g., yawkat) «oarrying*, equivalent to 'with', 

e.g., poyot yawkarj pjto 'ho arrived with the knife'. 

Comparison of adjeotives, eto., is by means of a relational suffix 

/ 
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-psnl^'gaY with 3rd-person postposition form »evnl*qaY «than, more than, 

surpassing', e.g., moq»l nne#*penl" qaY we*pa »the ohief more-than-me is 

tall* — 'the ohief is taller than I»; ma'na sforay *>evni**qaY 'a^newa'ri 

•the girl ran faster (?a*ns-) than her young sister». Superlative is ex- 

pressed only by saying 'than they», 'than all», or the like. 

7. Plaoe names are ipao faoto in the locative case, and most Hopl plaoe 

names end in -vi/-* pi, an old locative suffix which still appears in oer- / 

tain postpositions. It is replaceable by modern suffixes: ne» mosa'qnevl» 

•I am at Mishongnovi *. 

8. Various pronouns Interrogativos (including interrog. adverbs, whioh 

are oase-forms of pronouns) : hak (haki*, hak*i) nom. »who», (obj. hakijf, 

hakim 'who pi.*, haqam (ha*qam»6) loo. »where', haqa'mi all. *to whom, 

whither*, haqaq abl. 'whenoe', hfo 'how» and nom. 'what', hi'ta nom. and 

obj. 'what', hjnok 'why', hime 'what' (not knowing whether inanimate or 

animate), obj. himey, hlsa *how many', hlsa» or hlsaq 'how much', hisat 

•when', hi'savb* 'until when, how long', and many others built on the same 

bases. They are both interrogativas »nd indefinites, e.g., hak »somebody*, 

haqam * somewhere*, hi'ta 'something', hime 'something of unknown nature'; 

and in Hop! thought there is no line between interrogation and indefinite- 
ly 

ness (whioh to a Hopl implies a question,,to the indefinite nature) — every 

•something' Is an *I wonder whatf 

Negatives p;*efix jja- to indefinites: qaha'qam 'nowhere', qahl^'ta 

•nothing*. 

Indlvlduatives suffix -w^, obj. and oblique -wat to other pronouns af- 

ter their oase-suffix : »l»wat obj. ntwat 'this one*, haqs/mlwfct 'to 

which one*. 
/ 

Others: tern nom. only, hortative 'we', e.g., tern ni#n|ni 'let's go 

home*; mi obj. mit «that* emphatio, hl'sahaqam **s many as*, sos, soso- 

sosok, so'soy em 'all', j& 'only' (enolitic)  and many more. 

/ 
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Yerbal pronouns; The bases pa/n-, y£n-, hj'n- (-n > -If before k, q, 

k*. and > -N before other stops) may be prenexed to any verb modifying it 

in the general senses: pan fthat, so there' (of* pan 'like that' III 2), 

y an 'this, here», hjn 'something, what? how»', e.g., hi'nnavqta 'he hears 

something' or 'what does he hear?' The verb stems -qawe 'say', -o|kl, 

-okna 'do' ooour only postnexed to these pronouns, e.g., pa/If qawe 'he says 

so'. These bases are so verb-like that some verb suffixes may be added 

direotly to them, e.g., -ma progressions! aspect, giving panas, 'he goes 

along there', eto. The oonononest such use is with -ti (duratlve intransi- 

tive) , giving verbs that might be rendered as to be thatting. thissing, 

and whatting. Their use is most idiomatic; thus p+Ktl often means 'act, 

feel, touoh, sense', and hjStl often 'what ails .».*' 

'• Numerals Cardinals in pausal form: 1 se'ka, 2 IB* #yo»c, 5 pa'hlwo, 4 

5S1Ü1» 5 SÜI2Ü» * na'vayl, 7 oa*qs»f, 8 na'nall, 9 ps'vs»!, 10 patents, 

11 p#yt ac'ka, 20 10*v pak*te or so/nato, 30 paylv pekwts, eto. The muoh 

oommoner medial forms drop final -u, -»u. -», and for 9 oontraot to pjrv. 

The bases for derivation and compounding are se-, 10*-, payl-, na'10-, 

clvo't-, nava'y-, SSMlZ" S22SLÜT» EiltH» EaJ£jLir# There are speoial 

adjectival and pronominal forms for 2, 3, 4. Multiplicativas suffix -j, 

or above 4 -sikVr, to baset lfl'v 'double', nana'lalklv 'eightfold'. These 

with 10 form the higher numbers, decimal system being used. Repetitive! 

and/or ordinals change -v of multiplicative to -s: 18* a 'twice, second 

time', oaqt"^slkls '7 tines'. These, not cardinals, are used in time 

counts; payis ta'la '3 day(s)'. In use as ordinals, payle ta*qa *3 tines 

man' would be used to indieate the third or the fourth man, as the pattern 

of oontext required. Hopi frequently counts only the superseded units; 

thus for 'on the fourth day they held the ceremony' it might say «It being 

three days, they held the ceremony'. 

; 

/ 
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IV. Verba 

/ !• IB general The simplex is the bare lexical stem upon which no gram- 

matical operations have been performed.  It is in eventive or transitive 

voice, punotual or duratlve aspect, present-past tense, third person, 

singular unless a suppletive plural, indicative mode.  If it oannot be 

analyzed as a oompound or derivative it is a root. Most roots have the 

form bubu. A root oan often be further analyzed as an interplay of phone- 

tio symbolisms. A base is a form obtained by removing suffixes, not 

neoessarily all suffixesj conversely, a form to which oertain suffixes 

may be added. Theme is synonymous with base, its only advantage being 

the convenient adjeotive thematic. e.g., a thematio suffix or process: 

one which yields not a finished word but a base ready for suffixation. 

Most of the forms of any one verb derive ultimately from a single base, 

the normal base; in Classes 2 and 6 the simplex, In other classes formed 

by a thematic process. Another base is the tensive base, formed by a 

thematic prooess, and several other bases require special names as muoh- 

used oentric forms. The Infinitive (IV 7,8) is a base capable of use as 

an open prenex, usually coinciding with some other base, depending on 

verb olass. The types of suffixes in regular order of superimposition 

starting from the simplex-base are: thematio (if any) , voioe, aspeot, num- 

ber, tense, mode. This order is subject to a few qualifications of a self- 

evident sort, e.g., a oertain aspect-form of « transitive voioe might be 

treated as a base and seoondarily passivized, in whioh ease the passive 

voioe suffix would oome after the aspeot suffix. Stem is a general term 

that inoludes toot, base, and word, the last considered as 'starting- 

point of a paradigm* — a definition of *stem'. 

2. Verb glasses Hopi verbs fall into seven olasses or conjugations, whioh 

differ on oertain points of thematio teohnique. They also differ in 

/ 
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'oreativeness' or ability to yield all forms, i.e., all the forms of 

Cl. 1, which is the maximal conjugation. Moreover, certain classes seem 

to specialize in certain fields of thought; altogether these classes show 

a curious departmentalizing of the vocabulary. Eaoh suffix also belongs 

to some one olass, and so may change the class of the form to which it is 

added so far as oonoerns (1) adding of further suffixes, but not as regards 

(2) olass-properties inseparable from the original simplex. Henoe a form 

may belong at onoe to two olasses, its outer olass (1 above) and its inner 

class (2). Thus pe'y&kna 'he lays it open (as one openB a book or a fruit)1 

has received the transitive suffix -na Cl. 2, therefore being of outer 

Class 2 it oan reoelve the future-tensa suffix -ni withoüg^ alteration:   ^ 

po'yaknfrnl. At the same time it is in inner olass 1, witness the thematio 

suffix -k- and the vivid concrete meaning, both pertaining to the root 

peya Cl. 1 'it is laid open, etc.* unqualified, 'class* will mean inner 

olass, except that 'addition aocordlng to class' means of course in the 

manner required by the outer olass of the base to which the addition is 

made.  All suffixes are Cl. 2 except -ke, -yfr)wa, -wjsa, -nfraa, -lltwe, 

which are 4, -la (6) , -qwe (mixed 2 and 7) , and the mode suffixes (7) . 

Class 1 Simplex a root bub^u8 (with rare exceptions), u non-long, 

b£ if a stop is M> (rare exceptions) . Normal base bubB^-ke /bub*ug-k*. * 

tensive base usually bububf-, also bub8-, also bu* *b8a#-n» from a simplex 

ending in a. Simplex is eventire and punctual. The only olass having 

final reduplication, the segaentative aspects, and inner plural. Very 

large class, the most fertile and creative in Hop!. It preempts the 

semantio field of form-transformations and deformations and movements 

having characteristic form or outline, like whirl, zigzag, oscillate. 

Its roots are moulded by phonetio symbolism and their elements (II 2) 

have a formulsSio intra-radioal signifioenoe (VII). Examples are »swl ' 
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'blazes up*, oala 'flies to pieces», lag a 'la pulled1, ijolo 'curves 

around1, roya •rotates1, war! 'one runs', y ama 'one goes out'. Class 1A, 

^  olsl'Waa 'urinates' and a few others, change -qa to -kek- for normal base. 

Class 2 represents the process of adding suffixes to a form without 

other operation upon it. Simplex may he either root or derivative; 

naturally It oontains an enormous number of derivative bases, many of 

them petrified into simplexes, making it a very large class. Normal base 

ie the simplex. Simplex is of diverse forms, may have consonant-clusters, 

may end in suffixes (e.g.» -ta, -na) that define thejvoioe or aspect and 

oan be replaced (rather than added to) by other such suffixes. Simplex 

often transitive and durative. Tensive base as in Cl. 1, or same as nor- 

mal base. Infinitive by thematic -n, or by dropping petrified suffix of 

simplex. Preempts the field of abstract ideas, denominative verbs, causa- 

tivas. Examples: ^e* ta 'oloses it», qate'vte 'one sits down', nlma 'goes 

home', te'vlqta 'asks him', wa'yma 'walks'. Cl. 2A hag*a 'digs it', 

me*a 'stings, pins, shoots it', p<j9a 'wins it', aowa 'eats it up», pre- 

aspirate like Cl. 5 but stress and otherwise behave as Cl. 2. 

Class 3 Like Cl. 2 but simplex a root of form bu*ba. normal base 

bu**ba*-. infinitive bu* *ba*-n or bub, tensive base same or bubub2-; 

a small class of oomraon words, e.g., nl'na 'kills one', pena 'writes it', 

wa'ya 'one flees', wc'wa 'thinks'; pa'ta 'melts it* is peouliar in being 

a pseudo-root, -ta behaving (e.g., pluralizing) like a transitive suffix, 

the real root being pa*- 'water'. 

Class 4 Normal base and infinitive by contraction (II 2) of simplex, 

tensive base as in Class 1, form of simplex diverse, either root or deri* 

vative. Large class, rather unoreative, older stratum of language, deals 

largely in acts of everyday life and states of the human organism. Exam- 

ples: hl»ko 'drinks it', mo'kl 'one dies', navo/ta 'one hears it', no*sa 

•one eats', pe*wi 

Class ü Slmpl 
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•one eats», pe*wi 'one sleeps', soma 'ties it*. 

Glass ü Simplex a root of form bubu, normal base and infinitive     V 

bubu*-, -u*- becomes -u*- before w, y_ and M>« Normal base pre-aspirates 

suffixes beginning in -qat durative -ta /-tl, and -pe, -pi. Tensive base / 

irregular* When reduplioated or with prefix or olose prenex changes to 

Cl. £. Small class, but some of the commonest verbs, petrified, oldest 

stratum of Hopi. Examples:  hQta 'opens it', gate 'one sits', maga 'one 

gives one', pakl 'one enters', pjte 'one arrives', tavi 'puts one», tfke 

'outs it', tewa 'one sets it', wane 'one stands'. 

Class 6 Simplex of form bubula (-la a petrified suffix) , normal base 

same, infinitive bubul. tensive base bubula-n- or irreg., makes some forma 

direct from root bubu-; small class, example; oova'la 'gathers it', 

copa*la 'lifts it», pe*'ya*la 'floats in air', wl'slla 'are lined along». 

Class 7 represents the prooess of conjugating as a verb a word that is 

not a formal verb; by a subnexed auxiliary. Its simplex is a word used in 

copulative pause. To inflect such a 'nominal sentence' like any verb, the 

copulative reverts to its medial form and reoelves the subnex -nj- (Cl. 5)  / 

for singular subjeot, -ya (Cl. 2) for pi. subj., -man-, for oontinuative 

aspect, both numbers; after which any desired suffix is added, except that 

-ya need not receive a suffix. Thus pam »lkly »s,V>e (»aw»l) 'he is at 

(goes to) my house', with the future suffix -ni gives pern »lkly »s/v-iAnl y 

(»a'w-n\nl) «he will be at (will go to) my house». The auxiliary -nj- x 

becomes -nl*- before *b« jand the base retains its own high stress (e.g., 

kl* #ml-nl#*qa) unless of one syllable (e.g., »aw-nl"qa) . Host voioe 

suffixes can be added direotly to Cl. 7 stems beoua*se they change nouns, 

etc., to regular verbs in Cl. 2 or 4. This large class preempts the field 

of adjectives, of spaoe-relational ideas, and of relative motion. Examplesi 

Pay (pay»i -y»«) 'Is on the way, goes», »a'ply (»a"plyVt -y»6) «goes 
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away', lolma 'is fine, pretty» (attributive loma'), pala 'is red', pe'he 

•is new1, we'yok (we*'yo'qa, -qa^a) 'is large*.  Cl. 7A words, though 

uniformáis, contract like Cl. 4 before the subnex; include ta'la 'shines', 

oa'yo 'is small', qo'mavl 'is black'. 

Examples of addition of the agentive suffix -qa 'he who ...' in each 

class: 1 roya > ro'yaqqa, 1A sisl'wqa > sial'wk^qqa, 2 ^e" ta > ^e" taqa, 

2A me^a > me/9a' qa, 3 pe*na > pe*"na'qa, 4 soma > soMqa, 5 tQke >  teke" qa, 

6 cova'la > cova'laqa, 7 ^a'ply > ^"piy-ni" qa, 7A ta'la >  tal-nl" qa. 

^N 3. .Voloes These are: pure voices; 1 eventive, 8 transitive, 3 reflexive,  / 

4, passive, 5 semi-passive, voices tinged with aspect; 6 resultative, 

7 tensive-passive, 8 cessative, 9 possessive. 

1. Eventive The intransitive active-stative voice, the voice of the 

simplex in Cl. 1 and 7, often in other classes.  Its distinctive meaning 

should not be analogized with the ordinary intransitive of e.g., English. 

It announces the manifestation of an event or phenomenon, but 'phenome- 

non' is not to be construed as action, nor the subject as actor.  The 

subject is the field or substance, animate or inanimate, in whioh the 

phenomenon manifests.  The eventive does not distinguish between con- 

ceptualizations of the event as activity and as produced effect, but can 

imply both* Thus it does not distinguish action from its ensuing result, 

but displays as a whole some manifestation more or less in flux, or 

often instantaneous and therefore already accomplished, or accomplished 

in essence if not wholly terminated. Thus yqma »he performs going-out*, 

means 'he goes out*, 'there he goes out', or 'he's out (having Just got- 

ten outside)'. It must be realized that Hopi tense does not distinguish 

between present and past. The nature of the phenomenon adumbrated by the 

stem together with context makes the meaning clear. If the stem denotes 

a motional phenome 

•gives a start or 

English active vo1 

force in inert sul 

may require trans: 

tension' means foj 

'it gives (or rec< 

through', sa'pe f< 

i.e., 'is tipped ¡ 

out (subj. the co 

attributively, es 

down te'*pfela (cl 

2. Transitive 

voice in Cl. 2, 3 

the suffix -na (o 

also by changing 

made on the norma 

la'TpakVita 'is pu 

to sleep', Cl. 7 

durative transiti 

»is turning it' = 

the root: ^olo'lc 

interplay of objt 

together' or *he 

should be 'goes \ 

'he crossed the ] 

need of an objed 

tives, stating a 

e.g., no'sa 'eati 
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a motional phenomenon, e.g., roya 'makes a turn or rotation1, tere 

•gives a start or quiver', there is little difficulty in translating as 

English active voice.  If the event be rather of change or changepinduclng 

force in inert substance, the lack of any similar intransitive in English 

may require translation as a passive, e.g., larja 'it comes under a pulling 

tension' means for us 'it is pulled» or 'it is stretched*. Thus waya 

'it gives (or receives) a sway', poro *receives a perforation, is drilled 

through', sa'pe 'crumbles down, is crushed down', wehe 'receives a spill', 

i.e., 'is tipped and emptied (subj. a container) • or,'is spilled, poured 

out (subj. the contents)'.  In Cl. 1 the eventive simplex may be used 

attributively, especially in close compounds, e.g., sape'tpéla 'crumpled- 

down te"pftla (cliff) ' . 

2« Transitive This voice needs no explanation. It is often the simplex- 

voice in Cl. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Transitivizing in the first 6 classes is by 

the suffix -na (or -nta durative) , in Cl. 7 by -ta on the noun-like base; 

also by changing intransitive -ta to -toyna. The ordinary transitive is 

made on the normal base, e.g., Cl. 1 la'galena 'gives it a pull, pulls it', 

la-qakyrta *is pulling it' (-ke + -nta > -kjnta) , Cl. 4 pewna 'puts him 

to sleep', Cl. 7 pe* *heta 'renews it', Cl 7A oaYta 'reduces it'. Some 

durative transitivos are made on the tensive base, e.g., Cl. 1 ro* *ya*nta 

•is turning it' = ro* *ya*-n-nta. Some transitive» are made by -la on 

the root: nolo'la 6 'bends it' < nolo 1. Some Cl. 1 eventives denoting 

interplay of objects may be used as transitivos; +Qqo 'they (two) bump 

together' or 'he bumps it'. The usual translation of yyaa, 'goes outside', 

should be 'goes beyond', whence yema may mean 'crosses it'; pQhet yema 

•he crossed the road», A transitive implies third-person objeot without 

need of an objective pronoun, A few transitive» may be used as Inob.jeo- 

tives, stating a transitive-like action without referring to any object, 

e.g., no»sa 'eats*. Transitive» with incorporated object, e.g., 
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o1ro*nina 'bird-kills' are inobjective.  Inobjectives can be made by 

prenexing hj'n- 'something' (III 8). 

3.  Reflexive Made from transitive by prefix na*-, e.g., na*'l&qakna 

•pulls himself, natke 2 'cuts himself < tgke 1 (IV 2 Cl. 5, 15). The 

prefix is really the pronominal base na*-, and when the object-relation 

would be of oblique case in Hopi one uses such case-forms, e.g., na*mi 

?to himself; the locative with a passive form denotes self-agency; na* v 

»e**clLtl 'it (was) closed by (in) itself. 

4. Passive By suffix TLtl, iotizing a, e before it, except for: (a) 

01. 5 kwgse, maqa, tewa do not iotize, (b) rare slight irregularities, 

e.g., Cl. 2A sowa > sowa/Lti, (c) Cl. 6 by -la > -Ltl. (d) transitiviz- 

ing -ta, -nta, > -ti, -Nti.  Thus la'qaknjLti 1 'is pulled', la^akjHtl 

'is being pulled', te"p$Ltl \  »is roasted', pe**nl'Ltl 3 'is written', 

so'm^Lti 4 'is tied', hBcj'Lti 5 'is opened», cova*Ltl 6 'is gathered'. 

Passives like eventives do not distinguish between performance and com- 

pletion of act. Root-passives are occasional forms made directly from 

an eventive root, to which they add merely the idea of external agency; 

in Cl. 1 they take the Cl. 2 pattern without iotizing: ho*'taLtl 'Is    ' 

straightened» < ho'ta *gets straight'. 

5. Semi-passive A form possible with many transitive roots in -a, -e, 

simply by iotizing, e.g., tekl »is cut'. It is closer to an eventive in 

idea than the true passive, and is conjugated in Cl. 1, if at all. It is 

also used as a noun; tekl *a cut'. A similar noun is made from the 01. 1 

normal base (in -ke) : we*hskl 'spillage». 

6. Resultatlve Changes TLti of passive to -wta. except for: (a) no 

exceptions to iotization, (b) pass, -ti > -lwta or-tiwta or -Nti > 

-niwta, (c) in Cl. 1 by adding -lwta to normal base rather than from tran- 

sitive, also Cl. 1 has root-resultatives like root-passives, (d) in Cl. 7 

/ 

by changing trans 

duration,  and sho 

or static, which 

the beginning of 
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the run',  so*mlwt 
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by changing trans,  -ta to -^lwta.  This voice  is tensive,   implies time- 

duration,  and shows the subject abiding in that oondition, whether active 

or static, which the eventive and transitive produce,  i.e.,  it outs out 

the beginning of the eventive and prolongs the end.     It resembles the 

English form:   is ablaze,  awhirl,  astride,  etc.  Thus wa'rlklwta  'is on 

the run1,  so'mlwta  'is in a tied state',  oova'wta  'is in a bunch', 

oa'y^lwta  'is now reduced'.    The resultative base in -iw- after^dropplng 

-ta is an important base. 

7. Tensive-passive    Suffixes -iwk to a tensive base,  re-lengthening 

shortened vowel in base to its simplex length.    Ooourrence somewhat 

limited.    Means that the outside agency exerted on the passive subject 

is tensive,  though the effeot may not be, as when the  influence converge» 

on the subject from all around,  or from different people,  or accumulates 

from successive aots,  etc.    Thus lava'yta 2  'speaks of it* > lava'ytlwa. 

'is talked about'   (by people) , ke* *yl»«m hi» #k*lwá 'their water is being 

drunk up'   (hi * ko 4,  tensive base same as normal base, hikw-). 

8. Cessatlve    A curious form resulting from applying a fused combina- 

tion of inceptive  and tensive-passive suffixes;   it means  'stops being 

...-ed'.    The principle seems to be that the so-called inceptive is 

basically a punotualizer,  and says that the  extended passive influence 

becomes point-like, hence oeases to extend or continue, vanishes into 

the past.    Suffixes -vJLwa to the infinitive or to the C1.7 base,  except 

that a few Irreg. Cl. 1 forms suffix -v|Ltl to the root.    Contracted 

bases show iotization where this is visible in contraction (e.g., 

yohy- < yo'hi < yo*ha) (H2) .    Thus laqa'kvlwa  'stops being pulled», 

yo'hyvlwa •... smashed», so'mvlwa '... tied', pala'vlwa 'stops being 

red.' 

9« Possessive    Suffix -»yta.    Has two forms:  the basic possessive 

/ 
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adds the suffix to an eventive, passive, adjective, or noun; means that 

the subject possesses the thing, quality, or condition denoted by the 

base.  It is tensive and on a verb base denotes a more intrinsic quality 

than the resultative. Chiefly used with nouns, and formed by changing 

the -y_ of the reaffirmative to -9yta: ki* ^yta 'has a house», civot 

Biwa*mV>yta 'has five young sisters', ''aw ^ene/q^'á^yta 'loves him', lit. 

•has heart to him'.  It resembles our -ed participle in, e.g., 'he is 

long-legged', Hopi wepa" hoka9yta.  The transitive possessive adds 

-^yta to a transitive, iotized where possible, and means 'has it ...-ed', 

e.g., tavi'^yta 'has it placed' < tavl 5 'puts it*.  It may be equivalent 

to a perfect or pluperfect: qawa*yoy so'ml^yta 'he had his horse tied' or 

'he had already tied his horso'.  The possessive base in -^y-, formed by 

dropping -ta, is an important base. 

4. Aspects First set: (1) punctual, (2) durative and/or simple, (3) seg-  ^ 

mentative, (4) punctual-segmentative, second set: (5) inceptive, (6) pro- 

gressional, (7) spatial, third set: (8) projective, (9) confcinuative. 

Suffixes are superimposed only on those of a preceding set. 

1. Punctual The aspect of the simplex in Cl. 1 and often in other 

classes.  It denotes a single display of the phenomenon, including the 

immediate effects, at a point of space and time. It can denote the out- 

burst of an impulse that may or may not be prolonged, e.g., warl 'runs, 

goes into a run', or it can denote one pulse of a process that if con- 

tinued would be repetitive, oscillatory, or cyclic, e.g., tere 'makes one 

start or tremor', roya 'makes one turn', yo'ko 'gives one nod', alia 

•gives one clink of metal'. 

S. Durative and/or simple Sometimes the aspect of the simplex, es-  S 

pecially in Cl. 2, 4, and frequent as a derived aspeot. It shows a phenom- 

enon in the midst of continuance, e.g., hi'ko 4 'drinks it' or 'is drinking 
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it'.  Sometimes completion of the act may be inrpll í mi the durative 

sense may be weak, nevertheless there is not the one-pulse definiteness 

of a true punctual. This 'weak tensive' phase of the durative (e.g., 

hl*ko) may be called the 'simple' aspect.  The tensivity is increased by 

initial reduplication. The durative is made secondarily from the tensive 

base, whioh is oftenAreduplicated form, giving strong tensivity. To this * 

base is added -ta, e.g., so'sbMta 'is tying it', and the voioe is that of 

the simplex, unless the base is one ending in thematic -n-, in which case 

the form ends in -nta and is transitive, and a base in -n- answering to 

an actual -nta transitive is usable as a transitive base.  In Cl. 1 the 

punctual transitivos in -kna and inner-plural -mna are made durative by 

change to -k\nta, -m^nta. The transitivizing -ta of Cl. 7 is of simple 

aspect. Any base yielded by dropping -ta, -ti of a durative form is the 

relative tensive base of that form.  The durative base changes -ta to -ti 

except that for a form in -nta it is usually identical with the relative 

tensive base, i.e., in -n-. In Cl. 7 special duratives may be formed with 

the subnex -manta.  The following examples of durativizing reflect the 

frequent irregularity of the tensive base, properly a lexicon entry: 

wa*>8 1 'tips over' > wawa'^ttkta, qahi 1 'breaks» > qo'qhlta, oBlC 1 'drips* 

> oaLta or cp"opLta. re*pi 1 «flashes• > revta, ?e'*ta 2 > »e"tanta. 

ps'na 3 > pjpita, we*wa 3 > we* 'wa'nta, qa'ha 4 'unties it* > qa'qkhta, 

take 5 > te/tklta, cova'la 6 > oova'lanta, ?aw (»awi*, -n) ?» > 

»a#w-manta. 

3. Segnentatlve Cl. 1 only, by final reduplication of root and suf- 

fix -taj a kind of durative. Transitivizes by -ta > -tovna. Means that 

the single pulae of the punotual is regularly repeated in a continuing 

series of similar events, e.g., tere'reta 'tumbles, i; quivering*, 
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roya'yata 'is turning round and round',  sila'lata 'jingles',  repi"pita 

•sparges', waya'yata 'is swaying to and fro,   shaking», waya'yatoyna / 

•shakes it';  nfrqa  'several go out1  yields the griphic ngqa'qata 'issues 

in continual throngs',  hence   'gushes'  — said of a fountain.    When the 

phenomenon is not naturally vibrative,  the meaning is often repetition 

along a line in  space,  e.g.,  cam!   'is split inward from the edge'    > 

oami'mita *is fringed along the edge'.    The  corresponding durative base 

in -tl- is the  segmentative base, while dropping -ta leaves the  segmental 

base,   sometimes used as a noun:   caml'ml   'fringe',  sila'la  'jingler*. 

4. Punotual-Segmentatlve    Cl.  1 only,  suffixes  -yke,  or -yk^aa for 

transitive,  to the segmental base.    While  the segmentative shows a seg- 

mental phenomenon in the midst of  oontinuanoe, this  aspect says merely 

that such a phenomenon supervenes upon a period devoid of  it.     Thus when 

the wind rises the windmill roya'yayke  'turns';  the chief,  seeing the 

people assembled,  °feme/mi ye*a*»ayke  'talked to them'  (< ye*a  'speaks') . 

5. Inoeptive    Suffixes -va to a durative base  (including segmentative 

base and normal bases that are durative) ; means that a  durative phenomenon 

is in its initial stage.     Thus oooo#^tiva 1  'begins  jumping'   (co^o   'jumps'), 

wl* "la'nva 1  'begins to wave*   (wlla  'gives a wave') , wlla'latlva 1  'be- 

gins waving, fluttering',  la'qakViva 1  'begins to pull it', pewva 4  'goes 

to sleep',  so'solttlva 4  'begins to tie it». Nevertheless, not  every Eng- 

lish  'begins to'  expression oan be rendered by the inceptive. The Hopi 

future tense can have the  sense 'begins to do it'  and that is often the 

oorrect form.    In other cases the following aspeots are correct: 

Bng. 'begins to x or be x-ed', i.e., 
starts transition which will pro- Hopi progress!onal resultative 
gress to a state x. (•crescent!vo') in -wma. 

-lwma (IV 4, 6) 

•begins to x it», transitive of 
above 

•begins to x', involving starting 
into motion, x mainly a motional 
aot. 

progressional transitive* 
possessive in -»ymat -i*yma 
(IV 4,6)       —  —*— 

projoetivt in -to (iv 4, 8) 
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Outer classes ó and 7 avoid inceptives, preferring future tense. 

6. Progressional Suffixes -ma to any sort of base, or to a transitive, 

according to meaning desired. Basically, it shows the phenomenon included 

within a linear motion of the subject. This results in the following main 

types: (a) On a punctual eventlve base with inanimate subject it makes the 

phenomenon move quickly along the direction indicated by its nature, e.g., 

^e'wlkma 'goes up in a burst of flame*, (b) As above with animate subjeot, 

or on a punctual transitive, means 'while going along has done it', often 

rendered 'has been to do it', e.g., ro'yakma 'wheels in mid-career', 

la'qaknama 'ha? been to pull it', hlkwma 'has been to drink (it) ', 

teke/ma 'has been to cut it',  (o) On a tensive or duratlve base means 

•going along doing so', e.g., •>ewi"witlma 'flames run along', ye^a'^atima 

'goes along talking', mema'matlma 'rolls along' (mema 1 'rolls over') , 

te/tkitlma 'goes along cutting it', (d) On a reaultatlve base has a 

• crescent!ve' meaning as above (IV 4, 5) , e.g., we'heklwma 'begins to get 

spilled (advances into a spilled state)', ro'yaklwma 'begins to turn', 

ca'y^lwma 7A 'begins to get small', and a similar meaning on (e) a basic 

possessive base; but (f) on a transitive-possessive base has a transitive 

cresentive force (IV 4, 5), and also that of 'has got it almost x-ed': 

wa'*flknl»yma 'begins tipping it over' or 'has it almost tipped over', 

so*ml»yma 'begins to get it tied, has it almost tied', (g) If addition of 

linear motion to the base idea suggests a natural phenomenon, this mean- 

ing supersedes others: pe* *ya*la 6 'floats in air» > pe* *ya#w- result, 

base > pe*'ya'wma 'flies along, flies». Some defective verbs start from 

progressional as their simplex: wa'yma 'walks', yawma 'one carries one» 

(but not nima, wenl*ma et al.). 

7* Spatial Replaces progressional -ma by -nema; means that the phenom- 

enon is moving in a free range of two or three dimensions. This sense is 
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often rendered by 'around, about', e.g., pe*"ya'wnema 'is flying about', 

la'qakinnfrna 'is pulling it around'.  Also equivalent to a second durativ- 

izing of the progressional or protective, e.g., if wa'yma is 'walks', 

wa* 'ynema will be 'is walking' or 'is taking a walk', indicating 1&ft    ^ 

the possible tour of an area.  The defective hV_v- 'looks for it' is used 

mainly in spatial: hg'vnfena 'seeks it'. Neither -ma, nema, or -to are 

creative in outer Cl. 7; this class is first transformed by making a 

voice-derivative (IV 2, 01. 7) — of., however, petrifactions from Cl. 7 

roots: ^a^nfoma 'goes fast', hl'hinma 'goes slow». 

8. Protective:  Suffixes -to similarly to -ma. but usually to the nor- 

mal base; means that the subject as bearer of the developing phenomenon 

is projected in forward motion.  With transitivos the translation is 

usually 'goes (went) to do it', e.g., ni*"na'to 3 'goes to kill it', 

hot«/to 5 'goes to open it'. With eventives we get images of the root- 

event achieved in or by a forward motion: co#<>okto 'jumps off, PQSto 

'starts to fall' (pqal 4 'one falls'), plte'to 'is just arriving, coming 

in (e.g., a train) , ya/maktoy 'out he goes!*, wa*'yneMto 'goes for a 

walk'. Some defectives start from projeotive, e.g., maqto 'goes hunting» 

hunts'. 

9. Oontinuatlve By -l&we on tensive or segmental base or on spatial, 

and -lana may always replace -ta and shares its causative function in Cl. 

7; in outer Cl. 7 uses the auxiliary -man-. Means that the action con- 

tinues over considerable time or distance; when applied to a -ma or -to 

form this is first changed to -nema. Thus roya*yalawe 'keeps turning', 

la'qakinlaw 'keeps pulling it', we*'wa'nlawe 'keeps thinking', 

so'somlawe 'oontinues trying it', wa*'ynemlawe 'keeps walking', 

*>a * * p ly-manl awe 'keeps on going a.way'. In Cl. 6 the root may be used as 

base: oova'lanlawe or cova'lawe 'keeps gathering it'. The defective 

/ 

5. Number Vert 

ta»'wlawe »is singing, sings', is used mainly in this aspeot, and stems 
f ro-m. * / 
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ta'wl 'song', ta'wl 4 'is sung', ta*"wl^tl same. 

5* Number Verbs inflect for singular and plural number of subject. For 

dual a singular verb is used with a dual noun or plural pronoun. The 

regular plural in Classes 1-6 suffixes -ya aocording to olass: ro'yakya, 

^e**taya, somya, teke'ya. etc. In Cl. 7, auxiliary -ya. instead of -ni- 

ls used, but if the Cl. 7 base be already plural in form -ya is not needed 

except as base for another suffix, e.g., ^"piy-ya 'they go away», but 

ma'maNte 'they are girls*, ma'maNt-yaqam 'those who are girls'. A limited 

group pluralizes by reduplioation; lexically these may be grouped with 

the suppletlve plurals. 

Suffix-plurals Certain suffixes when final or followed only by tense 

and mode suffixes pluraliza by changing to a plural form: -ta > -tota 

except when the meaning is of abiding state including all resultatlvea 

and possessives, and then -ta > -yfowa, -ti > -totl. -Lti > -Ltotl. and y^ 
 *~ A 

-to > -wjsa, -laws > -lalwa. 

Suppletives In many verbs the meaning of subjeot-number is inherent 

in the root, e.g., warl 1 'run', pi. ye'te 1; yama 1 'go out', pi. nflqa 1; 

pe*wi 4 'sleep', pi. to'ka 4; pqsi 4 'fall', pi. lpho" 1; mo*kl 4 'die», 

pi. so^a 4; gate 5 'sit', pi. ys'se 4; wane 5 'stand', pi. ho'gl 4} 

maga 5 'give», pi. heyta 2; pakl 5 'enter', pi. yepa 4; pjte 5 'arrive*,  / 

pi. *>Qkl 5, tewa 5, see pi. tetwa 2; and many others. 

Ob.lect plurals Transit i vi zing of lohtt 'they fall' yields is 'hokna 

'drops them'. Verbs singular or plural as to object not only result thus 

but occur as roots, e.g., ni'na 3 'kill (one), pi. qoya 2; yo*fra 3 'smash', 

pi. pi'jna 3; pana 5 'put in', pi. tarja'ta 2; tavi 5 'put, plaoe, transfer', 

^qya 5; yawma 2 'one carries, takes one', kjma 5 'one carries several', 

oamya (*oa*ma 4) 'several carry'. Aside from such words plurality of ob- 

ject is not expressed as such, but it may change the verb form by making 
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lt tensive, e.g., pemey na'ha is 'he unties them', if he unties them by  / 

unfastening one knot, but if he has to undo knot after knot the action is 

durative, pemey qa'qahta, and if he has to walk along to untie them, 

pemey qa'qahma. 

Inner plural Cl. 1 only, by using thematic -m- in place of -k-, with 

stress before it; means that the phenomenon manifests in multiple form. 

This often implies plurality of object, thus la'13ákna 'he gives it a pull', 

yields laqa'mna 'he gives them a pull', e.g., several strings held in the 

hand. 0bvA6usly with many phenomena suoh plurality is rather a multipli- 

city of effect, e.g., po'rokna 'makes a hole through it', poro'mna 'per- 

forates it with holes'; qo'lokna 'puts a coil in it', riolo'mna 'puts coils 

in it'.  Answering to the simplex lag a is a special form larja^Mti 'they 

are pulled'. Combination of inner and root plurals with aspects is often 

most expressive: a tornado wa*a'minma 'goes along tumbling them over', 

a sower lehB'hiJtoynama 'goes along dropping them in repeated showers'. 

3. Gene ral i zi 

**• Tenses The Hopl tenses are (1) factual or present-past, hereafter    / 

called past, (2) future, (3) generalized. Past and future are merely 

oonvenient tags; the real meaning of these tenses is as follows: 

1. Past tense This tense takes in the whole realm of accomplished 

faot, that whioh is already history. Hopi does not distinguish between 

the already-accomplished present (whioh is simply a very recent past) 

and a past that is more remote. It can place events relatively within 

this time-region, but does so by modes and particles, not tenses. Here- 

after the English past will be used to translate the Hopl past. The past 

is the tense of the simplex and of narration. 

2^) Future tense This tense takes in the whole realm of the not-yet- 

aoeomplished.  It inoludes what is predicted, predetermined, potential, 

contingent, intended, willed, desired, and what is incipient but not 
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thoroughly manifested as a/complete fact.  This last explains the frequent 

use of the future as an Inceptive. The commonest translations are 'shall1t 

'will*, and 'going to'. Sometimes means 'intends to','wants to'.  In past 

narration, or by complex sentences, the latency expressed by this tense may 

be referred to the past, so that we translate 'began to','was about to*, 

'would'. Suffixes ^nl ("Si in cl- g), i&\-  to the past: wa'rltal 'will run», 

9e*'tfrni» we*"wa'ni, somni, teke/ni, cova'lfrnl, »a"piy-nlnl. 

3. Generalized tense Suffixes -qwe (-r)w»o) to any final according to 

its class.  It declares a general truth; that which is customary or regular 

under assumed conditions, e.g., tala'vay ne+ kohet hikwijwe 'in the morning 

I drink oof fee'. Thus la'qakr^e 'is (always) pulled', la'qaknej^e »(always) 

pulls it', we« #waye, somrj^e, teke/q'e, oova*laqwe, 0a"piv-nVawe, etc 

It takes the agentive suffix as Cl. 2 (teke/qw eqa) but most others as Cl. 7 

(teke/iye-nlq, etc.) . It is equivalent to a usitative aspeot, but is 

superimposible upon aspects, and patterns as a tense. 

7. The Modes and their Syntax The modes are (1) indicative, (2) disjunc- 

tive, (3-7) conjunctive set, viz. (3) conditional, (4) correlative, (5) con- 

cursive, (6) sequential, (7) agentive; quasi-modoa (8) infinitive, (9) pa- 

tientlve, (10) instrumental. The disjunctive and conjunctive set are 

called 'dependent modes'* The imperative, hortative, etc form the class 

of addreaa-forma. not modes. 

1. Indicative The mode of the simplex and the independent sentenoe; 

use as in English exoept in this respect: the sentenoe po'ko war! corres- 

ponds to the English 'the dog runs', but it is also equivalent to the Eng- 

lish 'it is a dog running'; i.e., this is the ordinary form of reply to 

the question 'what is that thing*?' 

2. Disjunctive and oon.lunotive The teohnlque of oomplex sentenoea has 
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reached a high development in Hopi, practically superseding compound sen- 

tences and loose connection of clauses. Preolse syntaotio relations, like 

those of case in pronouns, must connect the different verbs, and are ex- 

pressed inflectively.  The whole system rests on a fundamental distinction 

between the 'conjunctive* type of clause-connection in which the same sub- 

ject acts throughout (e.g., 'if I come I will stay') , and the 'disjunctive' 

type in which one subject's act is in relation with another's ('if I come 

he will stay') . In the conjunctive type an 'intimate relation' between the 

acts of the same subject is expressed in terms of the five conjunctive 

modes, supplemented by word-order and/or conjunctions.  In the disjunctive ' 

type the disjunctive mode only (or in a few special forms the agentive) is 

used, but follows the pattern, word-order, and conjunctions of the corres- 

ponding conjunctive form. In the conjunctive the subject usually is men- 

tioned only once, before both verbs.  In both types the main verb is indica- 

tive, except where we have clause linking to clause in continued sequence. 

Hopi does not always agree with English as to which is the 'main* or in- 

dicative verb. 

Disjunctive mode suffixes to the indicative acoording to class the tri- 

formal -¿ (-qB», -q»tt) . The use of the 2nd and 3rd forms is not the usual 

one of pause-technique (except that 3rd form is always used for the exclam- 

ativo) ; it is that the 3rd form follows a high-stressed vowel. In Cl. 7 

the medial form is almost exclusive, even in pause. Class forms: royaq 

(< royak-q)/ro*yaqqB», »e* taq/^e" taqfi?> we * weq/we * *wa* q»e, aoMk/aoMqa»,  / 

pite/k (tav4*g)/plte/k»S (tay;'g°o) , cova'lag /oova'laqQ», »a"ply-nlq.   / 

A disjunctive clause is handled either (a '1st disjunctive') as If it were 

in nominative case modifying the main clause, or (b '2nd diajunotlvo1) as 

if in objective case, a sort of objeot of the main clause. The oase- 

distinction is expressed by the subject's being in objective oase in (b), 

and the types fall together if 3rd para. pron. aubj. be omitted. The 

particular uses are 

somewhat like oblic 

case system. 

3. Conditional 

normal base of the 

vowel (if any) of t 

oova'ls?, *a**ply-i¡ 

accent is not shift 

at times used, depc 
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i.e., in future or 

particles of uncerl 

I go home I (alwayi 

home I will see a i 
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sumptlve particle 1 

kfR »okt/» sen te/i 

»aa (IV 9) : ne^ 2* 

seen it»,  so/»on q 

elusion from an im; 

negative oonoluaioi 

gone home I would i 

disjunctive: (keg) 

go home my father , 

ae*on qa »lta*mey 

have greeted ua'. 

Use of the oond 

fulfilling a oerta 
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particular uses are treated along with the conjunctives, which appear 

somewhat like oblique cases, though not belonging to the ordinary oblique- 

case system. 

3. Conditional Adds -$*? (-e^t, and in a restricted list -a*I) to the  J 

normal base of the outer class to whioh it is added, eliding the filial 

vowel (if any) of the base: ro'yakfc», »e'ts», we**wg/», some», tek»/», 

OQYa'le^, ^a^ply-nfe9 (pi. ^"piy-yfr») . In the pausal form for Cl. 5, 

accent is not shifted.  In the medial of Cl. 1, 2, 4Jfinal high stress is 
i 

at times used, depending on sentence-rhythm. This mode tells the condition 

needed to materialize some «Tent stated in the main clause as non-faotual, 

i.e., in future or generalized tense; and is translated 'when ...', or with 

particles of uncertainty fif . ..•. Thus: ne» nlms° to*kwlt tewayo 'when 

I go home I (always) see a mountain», no» nlms» te*k*lt tewa/nl 'when I go 

home I will see a mountain'. Here a word of caution: 'when I went home I 

saw a mountain* is sequential mode (IV 7, 6) , not conditional, and 'when I 

was going home I saw a mountain' is concursive (17 7, 5) . With the pre- 

sumptive particle keR: kefl ne» nlme» tewa/nl 'if I go home I shall see it', 

k+R »flkt/» sqn te/twfrnl 'if they arrive they may see it*. With impotential 

9 as (IV 9): ne» »as nimc» sp»on qa tewfrni 'if I had gone home I would have 

seen it', so*on qa 'must, should' is required in drawing a positive con- 

clusion from an impotential (oontrary-to-faot) oonditlon, and ao»on in a 

negative conoluaion therefrom: no» +aa nlmc» so* on tewa/nl 'even if I had 

gone home I would not have seen it'. The corresponding disjunctive is 2nd 

disjunctive: (keg) nay nlmaq »lna ney »flqa*lajQ»e (»Bqa*l|nl) 'when (if) I 

go home my father greets (will greet) me*} »lta*mey »aa nlnmaq »lta#nam 

ao»on qa »lta*mey »8qa*lay|ni 'if we (pi.) had gone home our fathers would 

have greeted us'. 

Use of the conditional in emphatic-pausal denotes 'by' or 'through' 

fulfilling a oertain oondition as means: no» pfi to'kMt tewa/nl nl'ma»! 
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'I will see that mountain by going home*; lttlo'qayéy ni*na*T|we me/°a»l 

'he always kills a snake by shooting it'. 

4# Correlative Adds to indicative according to class -qaY (-qa^e) , 

which has a special form -gave. The word-final combination -qaY (so writ- 

ten on theoretical grounds) is a peculiar sound occurring nowhere else in 

the language, and could be denoted as [qaj] where $ is a voiceless velarized 

e, with hoarse laryggeal construction suggesting Arabic £.  In -qa°e also is 

something of the same quality.  In adding the suffix to a durative in -ta 

(segmentatives and simpleies in -ta excepted) it may replaoe -ta. This 

mode denotes a 'oondition precedent' to the event of the main clause, or 

the main clause is a oorollary to the modal clause. Corresponding is 1st 

dlsj., except as noted below. The commonest of the conjunctive modes; may 

be rendered by 'since, as, because, that, having ...-ed', but its uses are 

quite exact and specific; I shall attempt a rough outline: 

a. 'since, inasmuch as': panis hi' ta ye'ykeqaY qahl'sat |na*y °amem 

pasmi»  'since he was forever (panis) making something, he at no time (went) 

with his father to the field'. In disj.: hi'ta yeykek na">at pasmi? 'since 

he was making something, his father went to the field'. 

b. 'and' Implying causality or oonnected action, i.e., the mode means 

•did it and ...': mo'kpovitey wlqqaY te» ">oymlq pemey ooka 'he brought the 

two oorpses and put them up (ooka) into a corn-stack'. An'inceptor' (IV 9) 

offcen takes the plaoe of English 'and'. 

£. explaining or stating a reason, often with main clause introduced 

by »o»viy 'therefore': ma*na yo* #ha"qaY »o*viy pa'qlaw 'the girl broke it; 

that is why she was orying'. This is the oommonest expression of unempha- 

tic 'because', cause being stated first. In disj. ma*na yo»'ha'q »o»viy 

ye*»at »ioi*v»\wta 'the girl broke it and therefore her mother resulted 

angry* (reaultative of »ioi*ve 7 adj. 'angry') . 

d. 'because*, in emphatic pausal form: m» wari oe»at tewa"qfr»g 

'I ran because 

'I ran because 

e. advert 

a complex actic 

qcya. 'by runni 

Some of these u 

f. «that' 
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LY (so writ- 

ire else in 

.ess velarized 

qa'e also is 

live in -ta 

¡a. This 

ilause, or 

Ling is 1st 

i modes; may 

ts uses are 

ia*y °amem   " 

10 time (went) 

>asmi'l> 'since 

i mode means 

brought the 

iptor1 (IV 9) 

> introduced 

.rl broke it; 

of unempha- 

ia*q »o*viy 

* resulted 

'I ran because I saw a rattlesnake'.  In disj.: ne? warl ce*a ney tewa/q^s 

'I ran because the rattlesnake saw me*. 

e. adverbial use of a verb stem, modifying another verb to describe 

a complex action or delineate the path of a motion: wa'riqqaT sflhtt'vit 

qflya» *by running he rounded the tree', i.e., 'he ran around the tree*. 

Some of these usages shade into postpositions (of. Ill 6) . 

f. 'that', indireot disoourse (usually with subject repeated): ne*> 

»aw pa/Ijqawe ne» pcv-ni" qaY *I told him that I had been there'. In dis- 

junctive use the types of indireot report clause beoome more varied, see 

(IV 7, 11) . 

£. This mode, generally in its speoial form -gays, may be used like 

the objective case of a verbal noun with postpositions. Some of these are 

regular postpositions, e.g., *en, »anta 'like', or *«,v which is used for 

'where' and 'when'; others are special postverbals', e.g., say. »asav. 

pasav (»a'sa*vo». etc)'in the interim preceding ...', 'until', 'before'» 

Some of these last are themselves irregular correlative verbs and so may 

be used after indicatives, but are more oommon after a -qiys form. Thus: 

oo*'o6qnl »o* #miq~nln\qayc pa*sa*vo» 'he will smoke until he (goes) up- 

stairs' (»o*mlq 7 relational 'into above', both vbs. future) , ns» qate/vte 

ta*vot tewa'*qfrye •'tv+e • I sat down where I saw the rabbit', hisat »SM 

tewa» — pite#'qfryt ^v^e 'when did you see it* — when (on) arriving' ("I 

saw it', understood) . Such a postposition may be used oopulatively and 
»anta 

then assume the role of main verb, e.g., na»y pa»a*nvanjqayt f'it was like 

he was about to help his father', i.e., 'it looked as though he would help 

his father'. 

The corresponding disjunctive uses 2nd disj. mode with true postver- 

bals like pa'sa'vo». but ovjeotive case of the agentive mode with regular 

postpositions. The subjeot in the latter oase may be either nominative,or 

objective agreeing with the agentive: ns+ wene »aya/m *«m oe»at tawa#*qat 
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X 

\. 

^gy^s     »I stood yonder where you (nom.)   saw the rattler', wa'yma °ayts#<> 

»o'*owat la'hoqqat ^aga  'he walked yonder (tensive)   where  (^aga,  tensive) 

the rooks  (obj.)   had fallen'. 

h.    The future correlative is used much like the English infinitive, 

especially to express purpose:  yssva pe*'na'yanlqa^e   'they sat down in or- 

der to write••    With »o*viy it yields constructions like ne° *lkiy °aw 

plte/niqaY ''o'viy me'nat ya/maknl  'for me to arrive at (to)   my house I must 

crocs the  river'  — or,   'that I may arrive etc.'.    In disjunctive the first 

usage takds either 1st or End future disj.,  but the  ^o'vly form seems to 

treat ^o'vly as a postposition,  and uses future agentive as above  (e_.) . 

Future agentive is also used in disj. purpose clauses that might be con- 

sidered direct objects of the main verb,  e.g.,   'I desired that he should 

come here' ne* pe'w-ninlqat na'wakna. 

5. Concurslve    Adds to indicative according to class,  or direct to the 

tensive,  resultative, or possessive base,  the suffix -kajo  (u before it > u) 

with long-duration form -kakai); means that the event is coincident or con- 

current  in time with that of the main clause.     It is usually rendered  'while, 

as,  and':  ne*> p^nkarj ye*a'*ata 'as I wrote  (dur.)   I talked (segm.) ', 

weni'malaWkat) ta* #wlaws 'he was danoing and singing'.    May be used like 

Eng. participle in -ing,  as adj.,  adv., or postp.,  e.g.,  ?ah nima si'spalat 

kjma'kaq 'he came (*ah) home carrying (or, with)   the peaches'.    Corresponding 

*8 Ead di-a-1« with a temporal word,  e.g., na*t 'while': na»t ma'maNtey 

hoNk ta'taqt ta,7wlalwa 'while the girls stood the men sang'.    The future     y 
*     ——— —A 

oonourslve means 'before', with or without pas pay (- 'Just then*):  no» 

wa'rlknlkaq na'segna^e  'while about to run I rest', i.e.,   'before I run 
h I rest*. 

*• Sequential Adda -t (-ti) acoording to class. The medial form takes 

final aocent, not only in Cl. 3, 5, but before enclitic py» 'and', often 

in the form -let, and sometimes elsewhere because of sentence rhythm. Means 

away', sjnom yaq 

out», tiyo *ev-ni 
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that the event occurs as a second event following that  of the main clause; 

does not  imply necessitous connection,  rendered  'after',   'did it and then 

. ..•,  etc.    The idea of  'after1   is intensified by the conj.  »ason,  by main 

verb in future,  or both.    Thus ne* cocotal wa'rikta 'I will jump after I 

run,  ^ason ne* *a**ply-nyt °ah pj^te  'after I went away I returned',   q5*hl       / 

*ewi*kt    pV> to#ki    'the fire flared and went out'.    Corresponding is the 

2nd dlsj. with *>ason, pg*,  etc.:   ^ason ney warlq ^ikwa"oi oo">okni   'after 

I run my friend will jump*. 

7.  Agentive    Adds to indicative aooording to  olass,  or to any typical 

base  (tensive,  resultative,   etc.)   the suffix -qa:  the form is a nominative 

verbal noun and can take noun inflections.    This mode turns the verb into 

a relative  clause,   and may also be used as a noun of offioe,  especially if 

formed on the durative indicative  (compound suffix -taqa) ,  e.g., pc/ntaqa 
y 

•wxiter',  but pe*  nafra  'he who wrote it'.    The form pluralizes in Cl. B 1 

observing neoessary conditions of plurality in the base,  e.g., masa'^vtaq* 

'wing-possessor,  aviator*, pi. masa'^yyfrijqam. ¡/ 

Relatlve^nominative; ma*na ney tewa qa wa'ya 'the girl who saw me ran / 

away', s^nom yaq yesqam nfaa 'the people viiio sat here (yaq, tensive) went ^ 

out», tlyo *ev-ni**qa psw*i   'the boy who was there is coming'• 

Relative objective:  no» tewa ma'nat ney tewa * * qat  * I saw the girl who 

saw me», no* tewa ta" taqtéy ye** teqqemey  »I saw the men who ran'. / 

Pisjunotive relative:  Sentences like 'the one whom (something else it 

in relation to) * are treated as first disjunctive thus: wl'kpeVat »om 

soMk tekl  'the rope that you tied broke (lit.   'out',  semi-pass, of toko) ',   , 

wl'rkkrot ma'na lBh^knaq pl'gl    'the bottles the girl dropped shattered*. 

The Snglish 'subject' is in objective case because it is treated as objeet 

of a transitive verb;  the first example is equivalent to  'the rope-obj. you 

having tied, it broke', and differs only by order from the disjunctive of 

the oorrejlative, »em wl'kpaVat soMk tekl • through your tying the rope,      / 
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it broke'. Relative object of a postposition is usually parallel to the 

above: comot ^ag wa'ymaq we*pa 'the hill that he is walking on is high', 

cgaot ?aT) pa'm-nlq we»pa 'the hill that he is on is high'; kl'het °aw 

ye** tekyaq, (pe'ma-yaq) we» 'yo'qa 'the MaaAthat they ran to (went to) is 

large'; m 2& £22 lgwi-**<*<! P»ffl*l 'this that I painted it with (*ak) is 

it'= «this is what I painted it with». Also the English 'subject' may be 

in nominative, the postposition containing its own object, e.g., pfm ma»na 

*lyo *amem «l'ma^e-niq pqm*i 'that girl, the boy generally going home with / 

her, is she» • 'that is the girl that the boy goes home with'. 

The agentive is used like the English -^ing adjective without Implying ' 

time-coincidence, but implying the 'intimate relation» (IV 7, 2) , compare 

the conoursive k»a»he pe»'ya'wmakat) tfl»'tflqlawe »the flying eagle kept 

screaming», the agentive in tewa kya»het pe» #ya*wmaqat 'he saw the flying 

eagle», and finally the disjunctive which breaks the 'intimate relation' 

between 'eagle' and 'flying': tqwa i^a'het pe» *ya*wmaqQ*> 'he saw the eagle 

fly» or »that the eagle was flying' (IV 7, 12) . The future agentive is 

also a pptential noun-adjective, e.g., wa*riknjqa 'he as running, he as a 

poasible runner': ne*. wa*rlknlqs.t na»'wakna 'I want him as running, want 

him to run' (IV 7, 4 h). For speoial uses see IV 7, 4 £, h. 

Agentive passive Used thus: »1» y$v tavj'Ltlqa »this is what was put 

here», po**t6yle, oe*oe»tey oova'Ltiqemey 'he counted the rattlesnakes that 

had been collected*— i.e., as a relative, not as a result-adjective. 

Agentive rasultatlve Used as noun-adJeotive of result, the commonest 

equivalent of our passive participle, with ending -wtaqa, pi. -wyfrNqam: 

ao'mlwtfcoe. *tied, in tied condition», teki'wtaefr »cut». 

e» Infinitive A verb base employable as an open prenex with verbs of 

trying, learning, being able, ceasing, etc In Cl. 1, 5 it is the normal 

base, with final aooent, in 2, 3, 4 usually the tensive base, in Cl. 6 a 

oontraoted base in -1 (-L before surd); in 01. 7 the form disappears as 

such, becoming th 
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suoh, becoming the ordinary noun, etc., underlying the Cl. 7 conjugation. 

Thus ne*> wari'k tewl^yva 'I learned to run', laqa'mlN .* . 'to pull them 

(dur.) ', so'K .";. »to tie it', teke# .1. 'to cut it', cova'L ,*..'to gather 

it', etc. Future correlative maybe used for the same purpose, and is the 

proper form when 'to do' means "in order to do». 

9» Patientlve Form A; by -pe on normal or tensive base showing iotiza- 

tion where not masked by contraction; meaning like the agentive resulta- 

tive: laqa'kpe 'pulled', yohype 'smashed'. Form B: by -ve in the same 

way, less common and used where tensivity is implied, e.g., on inner- 

plural base: poro'mve 'pierced with holes'. The patientive is an adjective- 

noun taking noun inflections Cl. A (plural by redupl. or -ve or both); 

both it and agentive resultative may be used with a future sense, e.g., 

ne^ qffhl'kpet na'wakna 'I want it broken'. 

10. Instrumentive Iotizes patientlve to -pi but is not a real mode; 

it is a freely derivable noun denoting the restricted place of action, 

often equivalent to its instrument: warl'kpi *running-place*, yama'kpl 

'bridge', °e*:>e'cpl 'door', peve'Wpl 'sleeping-place, bed'.  It is a Cl. A 

noun: pe'vveWpi 'beds'. 

11. Disjunctive report-clauses Clauses reporting or inquiring about 

a fact are extensions of the correlative pattern, and either verb may be 

put into (first) disjunctive, with a subtle differenoe in meaning; as in 

(a) ne» navo/tk ^eme (fby my hearing it, it thundered') *I heard it thun- 

der' , or *that it thundered», and in (b) ne» navo'ta »Vmeqqs» or ne»   ¡/ 

»emek navo'ta (S heard it by its thundering') , same translation as (a) j ,/ 

both report sensory impressions but the reported faot is somewhat more 

vivid when in the indicative as in (a) . Every type of report has a speci- 

fied pattern; thus for a visual impression (a) is used: ne» tewe/q ta'la 

'I saw that it was bright*. For a conceptualized impression, presumptive 

keR is added to type (a); ne» tewe/q keR pe'he fI saw that (evidently) it 
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was new' — nevmess "being not a direct sensory image but a concept. For 

hearing a verbal report type (a) is used with keR to imply that the report 

is true and yaw (quotative particle, II 5) if report is not vouched for. 

?or indirect disoourse (a) or (b) may be used, with or without keR or yaw: 

paNqaWk yaw ma'na pakl 'he said that the girl entered1. For inquiries and 

indirect questions (b) is used with s$n 'whether' or an interrogative word: 

*aw yori sgn we'ti lo^lma-n^q 'he looked (to see)if th: woman were pretty', 

te* 'vlqta hak ki*y ^a'sonve-nlq 'he asked who was inside his house'. For 

seeing someone perform an action 2nd dls.1. (b) pausal is used: ns* tewa 

wa'riqqg»  * I saw him run •. 

12. Coupling and Contrasting In place of our 'ands', 'buts', and other 

loose connectives Hop! requires that connected clauses comply with the pre- 

cise syntactic system outlined above. This done, various particles may he 

used to stress oontrast or other relations outside the system (IV 9) , e.g., 

pay 'but'. If we wish to say 'he tumbled down but stood up again', ob- 

viously the prior act must be in sequential mode: mene'kt pay *ahoy wono/v- 

te. If the sentence is 'he was walking fast but was tired', conoursive 

must be used: t>e.t>nBt>  wa* 'ymakaq pay ma* *qe#<>i.  Verbs parallel-related to 

a third are simply Juxtaposed: qahl**ta nl*ne» »o* "k^a^yttafo qaha'hla'y- 

tj*9  'when he kills nothing he is sad and unhappy'• The handling of depen- 

dent olauses whioh are themselves oomp&ex is shown by: no» weni 'makaq 

ta' *wla.m» ha#hla*yqwo •when I dance and sing I am happy', no* warl'kt 

momo/re» ma**«)e*»yqwo 'when I run and then swim I am tired'. In narrative^ / 

Hopi often links one modal clause after another into long sentences whose 
V / 

many fine nuances of expressed relationship go but awkwardly inAEnglish.  / 

14. Modal conjunctions The conjunctions njq, ns», ni*qaY, nikaq, n£t, 

and the rarer yaq, etc., all loosely rendered 'and', are the modes of the 

Cl. 7 auxiliaries used without any base, serving to introduce a clause or 

sentence in such a way as to relate whatever has gone before in the sense 

of putting it in t] 
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of putting it in that partioular mode. The preoeding elause n»i*y have been 

in the same mode or in the indicative. These words give more feeling of 

pause than is yielded by the smooth linkage of the simple modes, and corres- 

pond somewhat to our comma and semicolon pauses. They need not agree with 

the subject in number, whenoe the ya-forms are uncommon, but they must be 

oorreotly oonjunotive or disjunctive. They are often followed by other 

oon junotions, and mueh used in narrative, e.g., njq »aaon yaw ma* *nav\t 

no» 'vata't »a*w-nlnl njq tlyo sc'^glhaqam piw maqto nl* qaY qa navo/tl+yta 

hjn slwa'mat nawj'nl+ytfrq *and-so then after the-two-girls had prepared- 

food they were-about-to-go-there, and-so the boy sometime-early also went- 

hunting, and-ln-so-doing (ni'qaYT had-no-knowledge (not had it known) of 

how his sisters had-lt-all-plsnned'. 

\  8. Address-forms This classification divides verb-forms into annunoiative ¡/ 

(the uses already considered) and inJunotivas (forms used to inoite to or 

restrain from action) , viz., imperative, seed-imperative, vocative, horta- 

tive. The imperative is formed by pause-technique as explained in II 5, 

but a Cl. 1 simplex does not for© its imperative direotly but makes it on 

the normal base in -ke: wa*rlke»o 'run', of. so "ma* a 'tie it*. The object y 

of an imperative is In nominative oase: pom po'ko so*ma»ar 'tie that dos*' 

Transitivo verbo may express imperativo without pause-teohnique by putting 

the nominative objeot after the verbs ooaa PQ*ko 'tie the dog'. The semi- 

imp era tlve is the future tense with End person subject ueid like an imper- 

ative t »on »lta*mom-ninl 'you (come) with us*. It lo required when the 

oommand is ooupled to a dependent olause, e.g., »om towe/» gf*»|nl 'when 

you see it, shoot', ktK noy la'alknaq »ona joj I pull it, all of y 
you run»' The imperative oannot be negatived, but the semi-imperativo oon, 

with ¿I, yielding the vetativo. in whioh 'you* need not bo expressed (oj^ 

shows that the form is not a true future) t po'kot qh somnl 'don't tie the 
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dog'. Hortative is expressed by the future, using in 1st pers. pi. the 

hortative 'we'; teja wa* 'ywjanl 'let's walk'; otherwise the sentenoe- 

introduoer nam or pay nam: nam pe'w-yfrni 'let them oome here'. 

^  9. Non-actual forms Negative: in past annunoiative and in vetativa by 

qa 'not' immediately before verb or before the word specifically negated. 

This qh may also be used as a negative and privative prefix qa-. In 

future annunoiative by so?on »not' somewhat freely placed before verb: 

ye»at qa plte"qaY »o*vly so/» on ''aw yo/rlknl 'his mother did not arrive 

and therefore will not see him'. The double negative so»on qfc Is a posi- 

tive neoesaltatlve. 'must, should'. Interrogative: by an Interrogative 

pronoun or adverb, or by sentenoe-introduoer pjfc: p_fe »em (qa) tewa'did 

(didn't) you see It?' No rising inflection or other special pause form. 

Dubitativa: by a«,n 'may, might, perhaps, whether', stn pi *or', sen ... 

sin pi 'either ... or', kg conjectural 'might', kg qa. provisional 'not', 

tag or tag ke 'lest', keB 'presumptively, supposing, if, that', koR qa 

'if not, unless', yaw quotative, at al. Potential: by the negative form 

koRhj'n g& 'oan', keRhj'n «cannot'. Add »as or ke to mean 'oould'. Alao 

by the verb tewi*»yta 'can, knows how' with infinitive or correlative. 

Naoosaltatlve: by ao»on ga (see above) or °as pay. Neeesaitative, poten- 

tial, and most dubitativa meanings exoept kiR, yaw, need future tense. 

Impotent1alt Hopl often uses a partióle »%• plaeed near the beginning of 

the sentenoe or olause, meaning that the subjeot might have manifested the 

phenomenon under somewhat different oonditions, and that an animate sub- 

jeot attempts to manifest it, or manifests it 'and yet ...', implying a 

certain uselesanese. In past indicative a oommom translation la 'tried 

to', in future indio, 'is trying to' or 'would', in dependent modes It im- 

parts a 'subjunctive' flavor (for use in conditions, IT 7, 3) , but it is 

always very Idiomatic, ae also the similar partióles pas» pas pay, at al. 

i/ 
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The above partióles represent a olass of adverbs oalled modallzera. in 

whioh Hopi is extremely rich, that impart nuanoes and are idiomatic and 

stylistic in use. They are also conjunctions when they introduce specifio 

types of clauses, and often likewise belong to the next-mentioned olass of 

inceptors. 

10. Inoeptors Hopi makes much use of numerous partióles, whioh may be    v' 

modalizers, or adverbs with a definite meaning, or may have only a vague 

meaning, but whioh serve largely to introduce the sentence or olause so 

that the hearer's attention will be secured before the important words; 

e.g., pay 'now, already, but*, yaw »then*, po* 'and, then*, Pt?yaw, payyaw J 

»and then», »anoa »so*, »o*viy 'therefore», teB oalling attention, *>is 

*oh*, eto. The modal conjunctions (IV 7, 13) may be plaoed in the same 

olass. 

V' Invariants The main types of this olass have been treated under nouns 

and verbs, to which their use is largely auxiliary. See nouns (case-forms ' 

and postpositions, each of which is in itself an invariant adverb, though 

in another sense part of a paradigm) , pronouns (interrogativos, eto.) , 
/ 

numerals, •orbs (ci. 7 relationals, modes and their syntax with instances ^"' 

of adverbs and conjunctions, non-actual forms, inoeptors). Various adverbs: 

An important olass is that of the adverbs of duration (durativeness) which 

take the plaoe of our adverbs of time. They usually contain the demonstra- 

tive bases 2**» ££r» Mr and the root sa. so, and express different degrees 

of duration, e.g., brief or local (pay, +aaon) , slightly extended (+*<,sa#- 

vo». hl'savb». hlsat) , extended (panls. »a*«aakls) , long (»a*sakls). Tha 
f 

exaot meaning of such forms cannot be given briefly, it depends first on s 

system of grading durativeness, and seoondly on the mode relations) thus \J 

are expressed, though more precisely, the ideas of our words now, soon,   / 

after, when, while, during, until, as long as, often, as often as, «very 
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X 

time, always, eto. Other oommon adverbs are ?a»ng» •intense, fast, very', 

">ahoy 'back, re-, again», hihin •gently', na*hoy 'apart, across1, pavail 

•with energy, hard', pa's •softly1, plw •also1, se*lag •already1, sen 

•uniform, at rest, still', qa*vo» •tomorrow1, ta*vole •yesterday1. 

Interjections and stereotypes: »owi* 'yes1, qa?t •no', ta»ay 'surely'', 

lolma 'hello', h£n k"akwhat ye «as (•what thanks all sit») * •may I Join 

you?» (said on entering a gathering), k»akwha. k^ak^nay 'thank you1 (man 

speaking) , »a*skws.lt» same (woman speaking). The last pair refleots a 

stylistic dlfferenoe found in some terms of the vocabulary that are used 

ohiefly by men, others by women, 

VI. Derivation 1. Verbs are derived from other verb stems almost wholly 
-"'   i " ""--'••     

according to the regular processes of verb morphology already described, 

the making of the numerous aspect and voice forms. Shifts of meaning of- 

ten turn upon a use of the reflexive-voice form. This form frequently 

yields nouns in vhich all reflexive meaning disappears, and the noun may 

then yield a denominative verb with a new meaning. Many verb^are now 

petrified in a derived form in -ta, -na. -ma, -law, etc. Thus 

na*'wekna £ •wants or likes it1 is a transitive of a Cl. 1 root *na*wa. 

which is not found. 

2. Verbs are derived from nouns and adjectives by causative -ta 

(or let* often -na). oausatlve-oontinuative -laws, possessive,-^yta (IV 3, 

9); while the noun itself is used as a verb (01. 7) in a oopulatlve or 

predicative sense. 

3. Hoys are derived from verbs: (a) and ohiefly, by the nominal 

modes; agentive, patientive, and instrumentlve (q.v.) . (b) By the semi- 

passive (iotized toot) used as a noun: hqol •opening*, qg'hl 'fire, light' 

(qO'ha 'kindles it') . (¿) By iotizing a olose inoorporation-form, e.g.,  S 

*ma-s(o)ma 'arm-bind' > masmi 'braoelet'. (d) By iotizing a reflexive, 

/ 
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e.g., na-*(o) 'ta 'shut self up* > na»ol 'standard to mark shutting of 

kiva for a ceremony*- (e) By the resultatlve base, or the Cl. 1 normal 

base iotized. used as an abstraot or action noun: wa'rlklw (Cl. D) or 

wa'rikl 'running*, (f) By suffix -£ (Cl. S) : »ewi 'it blazes' > »swiq 

•fire, oombustion'. (jg) By the inner-plural base of Cl. 1 used as a 

noun in form of a Cl. B 1 pluralt porom *perforatedness, group of holes', 

(h) Some words are equally verb and noun, e.g., ta*la 7A 'shines, is 

bright', ta*la 'light, day', {!)  Derivations now petrified have been 

made with various suffixes, e.g., -Ki.-la. -va. -vi, -ta. -wa. 

4. Adjeotlvos are formed from verbs by the nominal modes, or by us-   / 

ing the infinitive (or sometimes in Cl. 1 the root with final aooent) aa 

an attributive. They are formed from nouns by using the noun prenax-form 

attributively, by the possessive agentive in -»ytaqa 'possessing ...' and 

the suffix -»lway 'like, -ish'. There are many adjectives and adverbs 

formed from unlsolated stems plus -c^, -k (-qa) , apparently contracted 

agentives• 

5* Adverbs or rather adverbial use of noun and verbs stems can be ob-  '' 

tained by use of annexation (compounding) technique, by use of the verb 

modes to qualify other verbs, and by use of the ease forme or postpositions, 

e.g., for 'deeply* one may say 'in the depths'* \s 

VII. Pb^n^tio^JlyjBbolian and RootStruoturc Hop i is characterized by a 

great deal of consistent symbolic use of various sound^oombinations and 

pnonetio processes. By this X do not mean the simple type of onomatopoeia 

that uses more or less imitative sounds, but a more subtle, almost formu- 

laic use of syllables and modulations that stand for oertain broad types 

of moaning, in which no imitative referenoe can bo disoeraed, but whioh 

nevertheless would soon to have had far-reaohing psyohologioal value, on 

the suggestive lovol apart from ths aotively functional ono, to the com- 

•/ 
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¡aunities and culture whose use of this Uto-Aztecan dialect has moulded, 

worn, and  rubbed  It into is present shape.    The most obvious trait of this 

quality is   that changes  in the basic lexioal groundwork,  the  'skeleton'  of 

words, are practioally always consistent with the resulting change in mean- 

ins*   Thus, to take the most obvious case of all;  reduplication always 

oh auge s from punctual to tensive, and final reduplication always to the 

• segmenta t i ve' type of meaning.    Here, to be sure,  is a somewhat imitative 

type of symbolism, but such imitativeness Is almost confined to reduplica- 

tion, and from there on we pass into a realm of more abstract and 'pure* 
IS 1    8    & symbolism.    Thus  the change from bu bu   to bu bu »u   always yields an 

imperative, and  to bubuy always an exclamativa.    Here we may still detect 

or   imagine a oertain mimetic appropriateness in the greater force and 

weight added to the word-final, but it is very thin; the meanings depend     ,y 

on   symbolio rather than mimetio values.    Iotization always yields a 

passive or passive-noun type of meaning;    here there is no obvious appro- 

priateness.   Final -a of verbs, whether in root or suffix, generally goes 

with a transitive or a motional meaning, exoepting the resultative -wta 

and possessive -*>yta.    Terms denoting space-relationships between objects 

or points  are always pluriformal, and their pausal endings, though histor- 

ically often representing the original unoontraoted stem, are now rather 

systematically symbolic.    In the vowels of the pausal endings -u, -u*, 

-*2i, t refers to punotual location (exoept in -yj < *-ya), o to slightly 

tensive,   extensive or motional, -i, 'to'.    In the consonants of relational   ¡/ 

endings,   there is persistent referenoe of v to location, m to plurality, 

tensive spread,  and motional path, s_ to time and duration. * 

Systematic symbolism is not however confined to this kind of referenoe, 

but is quite as typical of the lexioal meanings of roots.    This is especi- 

ally to with Class 1 verb roots — whloh are prevailing phono-symbolio in 

type — but all roots of form bubu. even nouns, show the characteristic 

more or less.    Hei 
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more or lass. Here the symbolic element is the phonologic unoontraoted 

'element' of II 2, but we may distinguish suoh elements as 'full' or 

'empty' of symbolic value, for some elements, e.g., qa, terminal -na, -ni, 

seem to be mere formal blanks, either In a certain position or in both 

positions of the bubu root. In warl 'run' both elements are 'full': wa- 

refers to large-soale movement, e.g., wa»5 1 'is thrown down', wahl 1 'is 

thrown out', waho 1 pi. 'are fallen down», wale 1 'makes a wave, slosh', 

watqa 2 pi. 'flee', waya 1 'sways', wa»ya 3 'flees', wa*y-(ma) 'walks*. 

This broadly motional wa- ls joined in warl to the element -re (lot. -ri) 

referring to quick, distortional, or vibrative distúrbanos like that of the 

legs in running, of. hare- 6 'bends it around', here 1 'is pressed upon', 

oere 1 'is stuok in', oirl 1 'sizzles', mere 1 'twists', psre 1 'bursts 

open', tere 1 'quivers', tori 1 'spirals arouná'; of. re-, ri- in ro'ko 1 
i 

•rubs», re'k*a 1 'slips', re*pa .'slips off, separates', re*pi 1 'flashes', v- 

rlya 1 'whirls'. We do not always get suoh a definite phonetlo hieroglyph 

of a phenomenon as in wari, but we often do with 01. 1 roots. Thus pera 

above joins -re and the element p_e- of 'spreading open' signifioanoe, e.g., 

pehi 1 'is spread', po'ol 4 'is flat', peva 1 'is broken into a gulch», 

pere 1 'bursts open, opens up', perl 1 'is burst open1 with projecting tat- 

ters, "popped"' (of. pese 1 'drufcis struok') , peva 1 'is spread or laid 

°P*n'» P»*y» 1 'spreads wings', 6 'floats in air, flies'. Here we note 

the -ya of deoided, energetlo motion seen also in ways, wa'ya. wa»y(ma), 

rlya, roya, hoya 1 'fans', gaya 1 'shakes', qgya 1 'olroles around', 

taya 1 'shakes', oaya 1 «sifts through' and others. This systematio 

patterning of small elements lends vividness and an impression of harmoni- 

ous design to the language, especially when these vivid, symbolio roots 

are elaborated in terms of the rloh and flexible system of volees, as- 

peots, and modes. 

/ 


